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HE t}SE 0~ TrliS rOAM IS REQUOED UNDER THE P~OVISIONS OF T.dE WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION Aw. 
- .-·-: ' 
COMMONWEAL.TH OF VIRGINIA 
DEPARTMENT OF WORKMEN•s COMPENSATION 
· INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF VIRGINIA 
~ e-*~?f-/75 . RICHMOND 
I 
---· . t'l 
SL6L 9- lrh 
JUL -81975; 
~~ ~~~~~~~';#-:=::..:::::...:::~~?'1~~:.:...~ Employee MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMEI'&'T 
ASTO 
Carrier PAYMENT OF CO~lPENSATION 
5ce (S1a1e) 
ve reached an agreement in regard to compensation for the injury sustained by said employee and supmit the 
lowing statement of fac~s relative thereto:-
''" of injury ~IJ4j?5 _ .c:::_ o ••• diaability b·- 4/; o/7.s-Lt~re of injury ~___,_&.....::~::.:~:;....-.c:;.,L'Z..Jil(.~;._~.::o~.:.J...o.:i,/S.-'!)~~_,_ ..... .:::.Lj,.!::::.__.:..:::";h--=' :::....::vJ~A:~_Z;a..::_ . .:..!~:::::::~::._':=::~:_' .....,.. iX.bl5.. ~~~·~f4~~:::..::'--""'::::::lf':ZZ.!O::::,.,:..!, k:::...) __ 
\Vitness 
~ 




Form No. 9-8/7/H- lO~M 
COMMONWEALTH OF VI RGINII. "1 . 
DE AP,TMENT OF WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION 
INOJJST.UAl CO~i\h1l:l5!0i'i Or VIRGINIA 
DIVISION OF CLAIMS 
P. 0. BOX 1794 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23214 JUL 2 21975 
Claim No. _-.::4~7...;;JL~'---=1:.:..7..::5 _______ ...,._ ____ .. :} 
.-----A-~-,A-1'-dJ----~~ 
Case of H~r.t=a Ji·:"':'1'"".t:!cl 
Accident: 4·4-75 
To V-:--:n P::r.d::ds., I..c.uornto.,..j cs 
800 Follin L<.: . .:.! 
Vie~n!1, Vi.,.":"; ni o 
(Employer) 
and !':,:. H:-"~7-:~-.':..:~'"'~.J ... :,_·~..,._r-r::L>od._, -------------• (Employee) 
3303 C~~til011Z::t t{! ltoad 
~air~~~~-u.~~--------------------------------~ 
and 1':"-·7 T '·..,"~":-:I rc Tr ~·~;-f'lc,.. (\ CCWlp.:l.il,'.;;.·'----------------
11r. Clifford Rec:J, Dranch Claims :-tanager 
1901 i!~r j-1) i !....,'"lT" S i"TC0 .... '·------------------------
Ro:;sl:r~, Vir;lnia 22209 
Approval of Agrcem~ul 
rs 
Date July 21, 1975 
J\ote: The com;>c.uatioo herc;o awud..d 
i, 10 be paid br thf' isu,u·;~u>ee cC!'IJpuy or br 
tht c-:a:,loycr, if Jelf-inni.rc-r. ln lh"t" event th,.t 
l>"rment is dcuyed, the eooployt"c is requcsteol 
IO ~ite the inJu.raoc~ comtnny or bU CU1i)loy .. 
cr, before t:o.l.ins it up "vith tlu: C:.ualtnf.&.lic-n. 
Onsurancc Can:·ier} 
Take notice that the Industrial Commission 0f Virginia has approved the mcmoranc.lum of agreement entered 
July ll•, 1975 into ---------...,..:;---...:.....--------------------"for the payment of compensation under the Workmen·s 
Compensation Act, and in accordance with the provisions of said Act· enters an award of compensation as follows: 
___:_.$91 .or ,....~- ~-..,c1·' ..-lpj·j nn- inr:"pod t·y, f'"'f:lbl 0 i•iGCkJy, . b aginr:i.113 ! !a-y--?_,..,--107 5 te . .... 
l·i£'!:l 6, 1975 inclu:;ive. 
!;:?l.CJ :~~c"?:-, . . n~ jnr-(I;.J."'lc·i £'-1}' pornhle I~ecl:l.y· J llc;;iT' ..... ins ~i-y· 11; l.~75-to nr•"!"" CIJ•r: . 0 rJ 
l!!lY 12., 1975 inclu:>ive • 
. $)J.20() p~-::- "';~cr,; 1 ~) c1•p-b~ ·i-nc:lpi'c.;t;r, p:qrr-b1c F"'r".<iy~ h~ginn·~~'Z li·7 J')t J97'i to 
Eay 19• 1975 inclt~:;iu-~. 
$91 ... 00 per \·:~ck, G"u.:-ini; :bc.opnci ty, payable 'tv~ckly, beginning 1-I.ly 27, 1975 to 
l·kty 23, 1975 inc.lunivc and .$91.00 per 'tlcck, durin;:; inco?ncity, p:tynblc l:cC:ly, 
bcgin .. 1ing June 1., 197 5. Ncdical bencfi ts are av;aruccl for n:; lonz as neccs::;.:J.ry. 
If inc·.op:Kity (<li~af;;lity) a~ imlic:Jtl"tl ill Section (.'>.1·62 l'XC"l'e<lo; 
~i\ (h) wt·•·ks, nHnpensation i:; Tl lEN to I.e paid fur ~udt 
t·:tll"nd.or r!,l\·~ uf inc.tp;oc·itr to work. in arc-onlann· with St·niun 
c.'i.l '>·I :IIlli Section· (,'i.l-5( •. in :uhlitiron IU ~uri. p:~ymcnh as 
rna,· !.:: awarded undt·r S•·•·tinn 6'> . .1·55 ami tloc Cumrni."ion 
)tl ;,d\"i .. f·d. 
INDUSTIUAL COM:\USSION OF VI?.GINIA 
... 
. moM: 2l.e -tV dn:1 ;J.,;-/_£~ c!J .>; -~ · 
Employer 1 I ~·s·urance Carrier 
1 o: ,/?t-?7Z---:6 ·i."l. .• ()~, r. ~z -t.f/J--1-C-c::'L 
~ · ot: Employee t1 CJ • c. .. /) ~ a t7 - / 
- {.- / C.t~t>t..·!./f../~7.(_'.{.. . /'"?(.,_-;:;l-t_.'.c:Z/..;_. 
.~ .- .~f1~dress /,./' _. ; ~~/ .• .-. 
I. C. File r:o.5.L7 .. (=/~5 
Dale: /I !'Ljj 7(-. 
/ I 
c::;.~-:;:;:z.-k4..-.::?..(.~i~· yC:;(6~L-G--t .;;·.... .-/.!J.-~'/2/7· -//'/ ,~-c . _,._ 
~ l . ' 
You are hcreb)' notified that worltmen's comp:msation paylncnts r1i:l be suspended on ti1e date thiOuzh nhich compensation 
has been paid as inrlicaled below. if apjlrO'Jcd by the Industrial Commissior, for the follo..-,inJ reason: 
fl] Report of Dr. U •Jt'/.1, / /)Ja(;7/;'((/'{ {l{he effect you r;ere ab:e to: 
a. return to your refular employment on /' 0 1:. :J P b 6 
/ / 
b. return to light \'torli on ____________ , \'lhich r:as 
was offered to you and refused without justification. 
[Copy of this metlical report is attached foi 
your information) 
[2} You rdurned to [iizllt-rezular] worl\ on ____________ ,at 
a:1 a•erage wee lily wage of S ---------
[3) F.:iiure to report to Dr. ____________ for medic<~! exa:-ninatiGil 
o:'---------------------
[ 4] C tiler [ complcle Get ails and documentary evit'cnce ]: _________ _ 
To En:p!oj'cc: f.ny st;;' er.::!nt Oi e'lidci!Cl) yo•1 \'!::;h to present to tii~ lndust-it:l Coiitiilission il onc:;Wc;: to thi:> ap;Jiication sl:o.uld be 
IT:ed in writbg \'/iti; ihc Ccmr.-.is:;ion on or blare firtccn [151 fia:Js frc;n the u<Jte of this 2pplic~:.~ian, as indicated bdo·,t. The 
Commission r:ill th£;; t:derii:inc r:hcih~r o; r.ol pa:;mcnts ~i10uld :1c suspended. 
· If the Commi. :;ion C::::tcrminc:; from til:: prclimin<JrJ c\'iucilcc thut paJmimts shoul:' not be sus~ ended, you will coniinue to 
. receive your r ~gular c'Hilpensz:tion paymeiits. 
If the Commbion C:ctcrmines from the preliminar; cviul!il! e th;;t pj'mcnts shoul~ i1e sus;Jcned, you v:ill receive nolicc of the 
date, time, a;,d plac~ of hearing. Following a heaiing the Com:nis~ion will then C:uterrr.ine whether or not payments should be 
terminated. 
Comp~Jl~tion has be~n paid thiOu;:h__,/'--1_,../'--_.-::-_-::-r-/--"-;_·7. __.&,"---;::---.:...·---
/"/'! 1·1 . I I 
at thl! rate of S 7/, [ l per week. 
I hcrcb:• certif) th<1f the s:atemen!s set out herein ilre true und correct to ti1c b~st of fii)' l1::o·.-rtcd:e <Jnd that " co;:>y of the 
fQre~:oinr. norcc and <lppilicaticil for hcarinr., toze:hcr r·itil supror1hg locumcntary,c•i~:;ncc, w~:; mail\!d to 1;1c cm;Jlo1ec at lhc 
ilbove add res:; and to lhe lndusl:ial Commi~sion of Virginia on...LL. .: ~ , 19 ·7 {-, . 
Date of Apr'lication: % L/6"-? ____ _ 4 ;1·. 
'/ ~ 
~~· r.lic.~nt 
;:·· :·; !!:~.:?S!II!lG lifSlJTI/ ~;cz CO • . 
... .,;,"' \. 
'·· 
~ · .,, Jtli, at',\.J•t• .. ······-" U• '' ;~ i.\.:•at' ... f't'.:.J 
.i' \..,: .... __) 
• CO'!'MONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
\.. \) '"' ' .......... '· .. ' .. \.." .. ~ . 
., 
OE?ARTMENT OF WORI(MEN'S COMPENSATION 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF VIRGINIA 
P. 0. Box 1794, Richmond, Virginia 23214 
ATTENDING PHYSICIAN'S REPORT 
11 questions in this blan I ould be am~ red, and thc?r"epg'rt should contain an account of all injuries, no matter how tti\'ial Fih 
1t blank in .ink using pen or typewriter, and mail promptly to the employer or the Claim Office of the insurance carrier. 
UR~:,dtiy,yr) . /.J . . I. NAME OF I .JURED EMPLOYEE (First, middl~ initial, l<1sl} LU 
3. 5.. SEll. 
e. NAME OF EMPLOYER 7. EMPLOYER'S ADDRESS. (Numhr tmd str••-1 it~. still•, z;, cod•l• 
t t:!_d - ·t..~t/-/ ,J,;, t11!-/JJII} '/q ).),.<~ 
DATE OISCHAR'GED /Mo.,dGy,yr.J 
ACCOUNT OF HOW IN.JURY OR EXPOSURE TO OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE OCCURRED 
12. FIN~INGS UPON EXAMINATION IJNCLUOE RESULTS Of' X•RAYS,·L.ABORATORY STUDIES, ETC· NOTE PRIOR IN.IURIES AND PRE• 
EXISTINC CONDITIONS AND ANY REMARKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE REVERSE OF THIS FORM.) "7:"' 
.-r- "·O~'- tNLIJt..:l....J '- 1""lf" ' ~ I /;r~ ~.; 1'\. ,,_ ..,.---
13. DIAGNOSIS' 
· 14• 15 DIAG ... 05EO CONDITION DUE TO OCCUAREHC:E DESCRIBED 
15, NATURE OF TREATMENT 
17. WAS EMPLOYEE HOSPJTA·LIZED? D YES D N 
(I/ "y.,s," ciu" """'"and addr .. ss of 
bospil<ll in ;,.,,. 191 
IN ITEM \\T 
rn:r YES D NO 
18. WERE X•RAYS TAKE~!~ 0 YES (X1 NO 
llf"Yu," ciue results irt it.,m12J · 
IF •NO', £XPL.A IN ON REVERSE 
OF THIS FORM 
\6. OATES OF YOUR TREAT• 
MENT (Mo., tl11y, yr.} 
IP. GI.VE (I) NAMES, (Z) ADDRESSES, AND (3) DATES OF TREATMENTS PROVIDED BY HOSPITALS OR OTHER DOCTORS FOR THIS INJURY 
. t> .IV '(\'"< o'l\)~ 0 ~I'\ ll- f" ,._., .. \J...f..ir""-3;~ ,o, .J_~.., . : . 
20. WAS THERE DISABILITY FOR WORK! I A •. DATE DISABILITY BEGAN l (lrfo.,day,yr,) :B. DATE ABL.E TO RETURN : C, DATE ABLE TO RETUR._. TO 0 ~ " .. YES LPNO (If y., ... ·11n;u11•r : TO LIGHT WORK (Mo.,d<l)l,: TO REGULAR WORK (Mo. day. 
20·A.B.CJ ~ I I 
I 
! yr,) . 4\ 1.C. }'1 5' i ;yr.) 'I} l-C,) 1f 
21. WIL,L THERE BE PERMANENT DEFECT, OR FACIAL OR HEAD DISFIGUREMENT? 0 YES 
(If 'Yes." tl•scribe nalur• antl•x'""' of s11m•. Estim<~tr loss offuru:lio" in, t•rms}. . . 
NO 
22- NAME OF ATTENDING PHYSICIAN (Type or prifll} 23. ADDRESS (Num~rr 11nd str'ul, t:ity; s1111r, zi'- codr} 
.3(/tJ , t--J. )11 ffiJ t e·~~;;l J~~J'/ Nil J/ .. 
24. 
.... . 
SIGNATURE---""":":~~('~:':fl:-:'::=ny=-=J.~""'-J::':":':"-.-~-...-.':-M. 0. I. 
SIGNATURE OF •TtEN~tMG PMTS.ICt4N 
COMPLETE THIS REPORT IMM::OJATELY AFTE~ SEEING PA71~NT FO:l THE FIRST TIME. 
. p:}. ;u,,.rr r.u •. ~.- 4/ !!74 .-'OiJM i' 
!'HE USE OF THI~ FOP.M IS REQl ..• r.. j.NNDER THE PROVISIONS OF Th\,i .·"' _.K!tlEN'S C0:\1PE~SATiON ACT. 
N-ew-·Hamj:rSfl-i-r-e--1-n.~nC·e COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
.. lfr0-1-N. l'ioOi""e 5-t-r-t· DEPARiMcNT OF WORKMEN'S COMPfNSATICN JUN 0 7 'jQ...,/ i 
...R l V. • • _.,_,:L··~-oo.-. . NIA l ;:-, ¥ · ~ / .. o-s·s- -y_r:r ~~n-t-a-=":.c;- .. J ,NOUSTR1Al COMMISSION OF VIRGI 
· /i7tiV· f. .... '-.I.J r-10~("'.1 __ ) P.O.Box1794,Richmond,Virginia23214 
~ / <:. . 7 .;::;- . . 
File N.o. r - ~ 
,11 questions in this blanl?should be ta·nswered, ah~{ dil report should. contain an ~ccount of ali injuries, no maw:r how tri,~ial. Fill 
ut blank in ink using pen or typewriter, and mail promptly to the employer or the Claim Office of the. insurance carrier. 
I. NAME OF INJURED EMPLOYEE (First, mitldlr initiG/, ltzsl} 
J Ill A V.V r:: n ~ £1. M 7 ll M II <:: 1\ 
a. EMPLOYEE'S HOME ADDRESS {Numhcr and :strt.rt, city, :stDtc, zip code} 
3303 Cannongate Road #3 
Fairfax, Virginia 22030 
6 •. NAME OF EMPLOYER 
12. DATE OF INJURY (/tlo.,dtly,yr) 
_l A l"Lt"' • .1 J, I J, /-, r 
tii.DATii OF BIRTH (O~~GM'(: 5. SEIC. 
(Mo., day, yr,J I 
1 n.J ? b. L?... • I M 
Veoa Precision . a h ~ V'"' ~ n n ~ ~\L-.. .Jt ~ ~ , , • 1 • · V_ i r n i n i "" 
8. DATE OF FIRST VISIT (lrfo.,dtly, 
yr.} 4/1 0 I 7 5 
9. DATE DISCHARGED (lrfo •• dDy,yr.} 10. WH-O AUTHOR~~b' TFIEA'i"ME'iCI'l't 10 
present, continuihQ n..a..t.l..e..n 
II. EMPLOYEE'S ACCOUNT OF HOW INJURY OR .EXPOSURE TO OCCUPATIONAL DI&EASE OCCURRED . 
Patient states.that he has been experiencing pain in the right side of 
~hReQe~kf?Yg ~~B~~e~PB,rwB~l~emi~y for approximately 6. da·y~, received mo, in~ 
12. FINDINGS UPON El<.4MINATION IINCL.UOE RESULTS OF X•RAYS, LABORATORY STUDIES, ETC. NOTE PRIOR INJURIES AND PRE• 
EXISTING CONDITIONS AND ANY REMARKS AND R&:COMMENOATIONS ON THE REVERSE OF THIS FORM,) 
Examination demonstrates that this patient has tenderness in the upper 
part of th~ right arm. There is muscle spasm of the upper trapezius ~ustclets aXn~ some dfechrease i~ motio~. Reflexes are preserved. Sensatio• 
an ac • · rays o t e cervacal spane were normal. '' 
13. DIAGNOSIS 14• IS DIAGNOSED CONDITION DUE 1"0 OCCURRENCE DESCA18ED 
IN ITEM ll? 
Sprain, cervical YES D NO 
IF 'NO', £XPL41N ON REVERSE 
O·F THIS FORM 
15. NATURE OF TREATMENT 
Jhe pa~ient was advised to take medication prescribed 
or pa1~; takfehphysscal therapy to the cervscal region 
consast1ng o ot packs, massage and ultrasound. 
17-WA~EM':_LD_YEEHOSPtTALIZED?(X) YES[""lNo u.wEREX•RAYSTAKEN? G YES 0 No 
(If Yu. g111r nDmr 11nd Gddrus of (If "Yes "gi11r rrsults in itrm 121 
bospitDI in itrm 191 · ' 
16. DATES OF YOUR TREAT• 




19. GIVE (0 NAMES, 12) ADDRESSES, AND (3) DATES OF TREATMENTs· PROVIDED BY HOSPITALS OR OTHER DOCTORS FOR THIS INJURY 
Fairfax Hospital, Fairfax, Virginia . 
unknown:referring physician 
20. WAS THERE DISABII .. ITY F-OR WORK! l A, DATE DISABILITY BEGAN 1 B. DATE ABLE TO RETUR"' : C. DATE ABLE TO RETURN TO 
rv1 0 11 "y " {M d J .: TO LIGHT WORK (lrfo.,dDy, : To REGUL.AR WORK (lrfo. d11y, 1./orJ YES NO { es, crns111rr 11 o., ay.yr, 1 .. 20 I yr.} . 1 yr.} 
-A.B.CJ roo.+ : May 12, 1975 : .. undetermined 
21. WIL,L THERE BE PERMANENT DEFECT, oR FACIAL oR HEAD D•sFIGUREME.NT? 0 YES ONo 
(If 'Yes," deserihr nDture GPJd r111trnt of sGmr. EstimDte loss of/unction in,. lrrm:s}. · · · 
undetermined 
22. NAME OF ATTENDING PHYSICI4N (Tyfle or flrint) 23. ADDRESS {Numhrr crnd strnt;"dty, slDir, zip code} 
RUBEN D~ CABRERA, M. D. 1\ 1 (o' 7 2 0 M a Ln ..s..t...r..e..e t ·. F' ai .r..fll .11..u • 2-2 D 3 0 
24. I CERTIFY THAT I PERSONA\. LV EXAMI"'ED AND TRE"'!/D TH~-r:~~- -. ~ 211. DATE OF THIS REPORT 
SIGNATURE M. t:)... 5/} 617 5 
SH:,.ATURI OF ATTENDING PMYSICIA.. -"" 
COMPLETE THIS REPORT IMM!EOIATEL Y At:TER SE~:NG PATIENT FO~ TH~ i=l~ST Tlj¥,E. 
~; 
FQrrrr i'o..,, o- ltJ/.Z 1/74 ofoo)o)J\1 O • 
r.tiE USE OF THIS FOR:'tl IS j\EQIJ ••• t: jJ.:\ui:.:.K THE PHOVl.S&ONS OF TH\,j h 
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
DEPARTMENT Of WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION 
K:-lEl''S COMPE~SA'i"iU~ A~T. 
t{)a-.....-.Ji..,•"' 
iNDUSTRIAL COMMtSSION OF VIRGINIA 
P. 0. Box 1794, Richmond, Virginia 23214 
ATI'ENDlNG PHYSICIAN'S REPORT 
1 questions in this blank.::;hould be an's~ered, and'the'r~?on should contain an account of all injuries, 
t blank in ink using pen or typewriter, and mail promptly to the employer or the Claim Office of the 
no matter how tril'ial. Fill 
insurance carrier. 
I. NA"'E OF INJURED EMPLOYEE (First, mitltll~ initial, lntJ 
Jt·7AYYED, Hamza 1
2. OA.TE OF INJU~Y (!>io.;tlay,yr) 
April, 1975 
3. EM.,.._OYEE'S HOME ADDRESS (Numb" ad :sired, city, sllltf!, zip cotl11) 
3303 Cannongate Road #3, Fairfax, Va. 22030 
4.D .. TE OF BIRTH (O'fl#flt 15. S£"-
(Mo .. day, yr.} 
10-24-37 male 
6. N ... ME OF EMPLOYER 
Vega Precision Laboratories 
7. fi:MPLOYER'S ApORe;;s C!'lumbf!r and sired, city, :stat11, zip r:o4•J• 
V~enna, V~rg~n~a 
a. DATE OF FIRST VISIT (/rlo.,day, ,II. DA.TE DISCHARGED (/rlo,,day,yr./110. W. HO AUTHOR.IZED TREATMENT! 
yr.J 6-16-7 5 
1\, EMPLOYEE'S .lliCCOUNT OF HOW INJURY OR EXPOSURE TO OCCUPATIONAL. DISEASE OCCURRED 
Patient lifted heavy files. 
IZ. FINOI,..GS UPON Elt .. MINATION \INCLUDE RESULTS OF X•RAYS, LABORATORY STUDIES, ETC. NOTE PRIOR INJURIES AND PRE• 
EXISTING CONDITIONS AND ANY REMARKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE REVERSE OF THIS FORM.I 
J~~?..-r "'7 f--:-F..,:: ).....d. /~F ~ c.,/ . 
_J.,c:·-..- ~/r /""~,..__:A. vJ~<~ ,~ ;...-.:A 
.&te-c./--2;, 1, -4// . 
13. DIAGNOSIS I 14. IS DIAGNOSED CONDITION DUE TO OCCURRENCE DESCRIBED 
115. NATURE OF TREATMENT 
- IN ITEM II? 
c. ~~ .. 'c,;,/, ~!/· £;:9 YES D NO 
~~~~ ~)} 
-;z;.e:..c-~......_; A,.....,_ , 
17. WA! EMPLOYEE HOSPITALIZED! 0 YEsO NO a. WERE X•RAYS TAKEN? 0 YES 0 NO 
(If Yu." git•r r111mr t1nd addrus of · (If "Yrs "gi1111 r~sults ;, it~m l2J 
b.ospital in ite111 l9J ' 
IF 'NO', EXPLAIN ON REVERSE 
OF THIS FOR,. 
16. OATES OF YOUR TREAT• 
MENT (Mo.,dlly,yr,J 
6-16-75 
Ill. GIVE (I) NAMES, (2) ADDRESSES, AND (31 DATES OF TREATMENTS PROVIDED BY HOSPITALS OR OTHER DOCTORS FOR THIS INJURY 
Dr. Ruben Cabr~ra, Main Street, FAirfax, Virginia 22030 
20. WAST~ DISABILITY FOR WORK? I A. DATE DISABILITY BEGAN 1 B. DATE ABLE TO RETURN : C. DATE ABLE TO RETURN TO 
c:::J-1'Es QNO (I/"Yu." 11ns 111~,. I (Mo.,day,yr,J : TOL.IGHTWORK(Irfo.,day,: TOREGULA.RWORK(Irlo.day. 
1 I yr,J ). yr.} 
20-A.B.CJ ~ : : ~.......,..,.~ 
21. WI'-.L THERE BE PERM4NENT DEFECT, OR FACIAL OR HE.AD DISFIGUREMENT.? D Y.ES (;3-116 
(If 'Y11s," descrih r111ture Qnd e:tttrnt of sQme. Estimate loss of functioJJ irt Yo l~rm:s}. · . 
22. NAME OF ATTENDING PHYSICIAN (Type or /Jrint} 23. ADDRESS (N11mber t11Jd street, city, stat11, zip r:otle) 
620l·Leesburg Pike 
·r-Ia thew N. Smith 
IDf-54-0937561 Fall~ Church, Virginia 22044 
I CERTIFY THAT I PERSONAlLY EXAMINED A~REATED T~A~ 
SIGNATURE 0-~~~.....--.:-~0.· 
St;JIIATURE Of ATfi.HOUIG P"fiiCIAH 
215. DATE OF THIS RePORT 
6-16-75 
COM?l.ETE THIS RE?ORT 1MMEOJATt:LY AFiE~ s::i:!NG PATIENT FOlil TH:! Fl!lSl TI.'I.E. 
~ .. F~rm l'e·~. o- lo;J/~l/7-4- "'"-'•'M "·'/' 
r '. '• . ~ ,s., j Ill' ! I'V .. l..:.• t I,.) \,.: l .1 ~t!' ~I "' •· ' "o ' ' ",_: I • 
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
DEPARTMENT OF WORKMEN'S COM?ENSATION 
INDUSTRIAl COMMISSION OF VIRGINIA •.... 
P. 0. Box 1794, Richmond. Virginia 23214 J UN t, 5 197 5 
esti~ns in this blank (i?outd be (::nswcrcd, ao~:r"thi'rcport should contain an account of all injuries, no matter how trivial.· Fill 
dnk in ink using pen OI" typewriter, and mail promptly to the c1nploycr or the Claim Office of the insurance carrier .. 
• NAME OF INJURED EMPLOYEE (First, m;ddlr initial, last) 
Hamza Jwayyed 
3303 Cannongate Rd. Fairfax, Va. 
AP~·4-3 
• NAME OF EMPLOYER 
12. OA. TE OF INJURY (/tlo.,day.yr) 4-4-75 . 
4.0AT£.0F BIRTH(oras~JI5. SEX 
(/tfo., day, yr.) 
~0-24-37 M 
7. EMPLOYER'S ADDRESS (Numbu and sired, city, a.tat•, :r.ip coJr} • 
Vega Precision Labs • 800 Follin Lane, Vienna, VA. 22180 
. ~~YE CS':2f.!7S'ISIT (Mo.,d<~y. ,9. DATE DISCHARGED (Mo.,d<Jy,yr.} 110. WHO AUT>-iORIZEO TREAT_MENT! 
Patient 
I. EMPLOYEE•s ACCOUNT OF HOW INJURY OR EXPOSURE TO OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE OCCURRED 
while on a ladder and carrying a box of filings frmn:: ·. shelf, pain occurr.ed in shoulder 
and·· side 
!. FINDINGS UPON EXAMIN.a.TION IINCI..UD£ RESULTS Of' X•RAYS, I..ABORATORY STUDIES, £TC• NOTE PRIOR IN.IURIES AND PR£• 
EXISTING CONDITIONS AND ANY REMARKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS "ON THE REVERSE OF THIS P'ORW,) 
1. DIAGNOSIS 14. IS DI4GN0SED CONDITION DUE TO OCCURRENCE DESCRIB-£0 
IN ITEW liT 
~YES 
··NATURE OF TREATMENT i 
D NO 
IF 'NO', EXPI..AIN ON REVERSE 
OF THIS FORM 
16. DATES OF YOUR TREAT• 
MEN T (!rio., dtJy, yr.} 
Xrays recommended, Prescription of Valium, exercise recommeneed 
and bed rest See attaceed Statement 
·WAS EMPLOYEE HOSPITALIZED?'~ YES l . NC 18. WERE X•RAYS TAKEN! 1/[.] YES 0 NO 
(lf"Yu," give ntJme GrJd addrns of (If "Yes," give results in it~m i2J 
hospital in item 19} 
·GIVE (I) NAMES, C2) ADDRESSES, AND IJI OATES OF TREATMENTS PROVIDED BY HOSPITALS OR OT>-iER DOCTORS FOR THIS INJURY 
t'Jyron Berger M.D., Vienna Medical Bldg. 410 W. Maple Avenue, Vienna, va; 22180 
Alan Mackintosh M. D. , Maple Avenue. W. Vienna, Va. 
William Gazale M. D.~ 10720 Main Street, Fairfax, Va. 22030 
Fairfax Hospital, Garlows Rd. Falls Church Va. 
. WAS THERE DISABILITY FOR WORK! A. DATE DISABILITY BEGAN 
(Mo •• day,yr.) 
: B. DATE ABLE TO RETURN : C. DATE ABLE TO RETURN TO! 
r'f-1 D .. .. l!LJ YES NO (lf Yt!s, arJSUit!r 
20-A.B.C} --> 
: TO LIGHT WORK (Mo.,day.: TO REGULAR WORK (Mo.d<~y. 




• WIL,L THERE BE PERMANENT DEFECT, OR FACIAL OR HEAD DISFIGUREMENT! DYE$-. [f) NO 
(If 'Yt!s," ducribe nDlure and t!Jttent of same. Eslimate lo:u of./lmdion ;, To lt!mu}. '· 
• NAME OF . .ATTENDING PHYSICIAN (Type or prirJI} 23. ADDRESS (Number anJ slrrrl, city, stale, :zi;> code) 
Roger A. Noel M.D. 8318 Arlington Blvd. Fairfax, Va. 22030 
,, I CERTIFY THAT I PERSONAL.LY EXAMII'oiED AND TRE 25. 04TE OF THIS REPORT 
' 6-23-75 
COMPLETE THIS ~EPORT IMMEDIATELY AFTER SEE,NG PATIENT FO!< YHi: r-JRST Tli\-~::. J -... :r-f'""'l • ~.o;.-4/l/744JOI\I . ~
TH~ .·Ain,..:AX OnTHOPEmC CLli\liC, ii\::,. 
~ILLIAM J. GAZALE. M.D. 
~LBERT C. CASABONA. M.D. 
IUBEN 0. CABRERA. M.O. 
~~nt_cact_ors Insurance Agency 
8115-0:d Courthouse Road-
Vienno,-Virginio-22180 ... 
A TTE NT l 0 N: Peggy-Langford 
Dear Ms. Langford: 
10720 MAIN STREET •• ~ 
FAIRFAX, VIRGINIA 22030 
PRACTICE LIMITED TO OATHO?EOIC SURGERY 
PHONE 173-4322 
June 26, 1975 
_Ic3# L/7c!-17~ 
RE: JULAYYED, Hamzo Muse 
vs. Vega Precision Lab 
D/A: 4/4/75 
This patient returned on 6/2/75, at which time he stated that-he is still having 
neck pain with radiation to the right upper. extremity. He also stated that the physical 
therapy helps some bu7·the pain returns. He also complains of pain in the left upper 
lumbar area at the leve~-of the nephrectomy scar. Dr. Cabrera examined the patient and 
referred him to Dr. Goold, Neurosurgeon, to see if he wonts to do a cervical myelogram. 
He returned on 6/1.8/75, complaining of pain in the neck, lateral aspect, which 
radiates to the right thumb; headaches; and pain in- the left flank. The EMG test done 
5/6/15 was reported as normal. I feel the problem is on·the basis of a sprain of the 
supporting structures of the cervical spine with a super-imposed anxiety tension state. 
He was advised in conservative care per our routine at home; to continue on 
light duty; physical therapy treatments in our outpatient physical therapy department 
consisting of hotpacks, massage, cervical traction and ultrasound; Norflex, to take one 
b.i.d.; to follow strict postural training as far as the cervical area is concerned; and 
return to see me here in approximately one mo~th. Dates of physical theapy shown on 
attached statement. 
you~ 




' ··-. \') 
WJG/Ir 
JJ. 
THt FAlRFAX ORTKO?EDIC CUNIC, ~~~~. 
lLLIAM J. GAZALE. M.D. 
LBERT C. CASASONA. M.D. 
USEN D. CABRERA. M.D. 
New Hampshire Insurance Co. 
1901 N. Moore Street 
Rosslyn, Virginia 22209 
ATTENTION: M.r. Ken Harris 
Dear Mr. Harris: 
10720 MAIN STREET 
FAIRFAX, VIRGINIA 22030 
.·':It 
· PRACTICE LIMITED TO ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY 
PHONE 273-4322 
· July 28, 1975 
RE: .. JULAYYED, Homzo Muse 
vs. Vega Precision Lob 
D/A: 4/4/75 
This patient returned on 7/2/75, and continues to hove considerable pain in the left 
upper lumboi region. He apparently has gone to Dr. Smith who advised him to stay off work. 
I hove advised the patient to continue under the core of Dr .. Smith and get further recommendoHons 
os for as his dote of return to work from him. 
Sincerely yours, 




.(.til:; USE OF THjS FOR:.1 iS Ri::QI,; •. ,£0 U:-.:UEH. THi:: PROVISIONS OF TH~ NORK:.tE.N'S C0:.1PENSATION ACT •. 
·;. ·~ .. '\. COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
DEPARTMENT OF WORKMeN'S COMP-ENSATION s·u.U.. ,'-," 
0\J 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF VIRGINIA Ci 
/ / ~ J r-- P. 0. Box 1794, Richmond, Virginia 23214 
File No. !7/·-/?J JUL 3 Q197S 
C.•eo! /?{f-~- 9z-~;-<'M(c1/ . ATTENDING PHYSICIAN'S REPORT 
I. NAME OF" INJURED EMPLOYEE (Fir$1, middle iftitial, lntJ 12. DATE OF INJURY (Mn •• day,yr) 
Hamza J\o1av_y_ed . April, 197 5 
3. EMPLOYEE•s HOME ADDRESS (Numhn and $lrut, city, state, zip code} 4. DATE OF BIRTH (or IIIC·I J 5. S £K 
3303 Cannongate Road ~3, Fairfax, Virginia "22030 {Mo •• day, yr,J 
10-24-37 !male 
&. NAME OF EMPLOYER 7. EMPLOYE.R'S ADDRESS Cf<lrlflrbn 1111d alrnt, city, stale, zip code), 
Vega Precision Laboratories Vienna, Virginia 
8. DATE OF FIRST VISIT (lrfo.,day, 111. 
. yr,J 6-16-75 
DATE DISCHARG.~D (Mo,,day,yr.J 110. WHO AUT-HOR,iZED TREATMENT? 
II. EMPLOYEE'S ACCOUNT OF HOW INJURY O"R EXPOSURE TO OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE OCCURRED 
see previous report 
12. FINDINGS UPON EXAMINATION !INCLUDE RESULTS OF X•RAYS, LA&OFIATORY STUDIES, ETCo NOTE PRIOR tN.IURtES AND PRE•· 
E~ISTING CONDITIONS AND ANY REMARKs AND RECOMMENDATION$ ON TH£ REVERSE OF THIS·FORM.) 
-<J.r /'-<-v, "0-../ 
.. 
Us. DIAGNOSIS 14•15 DIAGNOSED. CONDITION DUE TO OCCURRE ... CE OES.CAIBED-
C. c..,-...-.(:'~/" -0'""'4. .. -- c.o:-~/.. e ~.-/.;. : IN ITEM It? IF "NO•, EXPLAIN ON REYERltE ~ YES 0 NO OF THIS FORM J 
IS. NATURE OF TREATMEiiT 111. DATES OF YOU·R TREAT-
-- //.l /., c ""<' MENT (/rfo., daJI, yr.} C.?iooot 7 . ..,. -~ /-k~·~ 7-28-75 
17. WAS EMPLOYEE HOSPITALIZED? 0 YES0Nc 18, WERE X-RAYS TAKEN! DYES 01110 (If "Ye.s," siur ,,.,e Gftd address of (lf "Yea, .. Biue re•ults. in ilem12J . bosftital ;, item J9J 
Ill. GIVE (I) NAMES., (ZI ADDRESSES, ~ND (3) DATES OF TREATMENTS PROVIDED BY HOSPITAL$ OR OTHER DOCTORS FOR THIS INJURY 
see prev~ous repor . .. . 
; 
20. WAS THERE DISABILITY FOR WORK! I A, DATE DISABILITY BEGAN 1 B, DATE ABLE TO RETURN : C. DATE ABLE TO RETURN TO 
~YES 0 NO (1/'"Ye.s,., annrer I ( lrfo. ,d.tly,yr,J I TO LIGHT WORK {lrfo.,day,: TO REGULAR WORK (Mo. day, I I 
20-A,B.CJ I I yr.) ... r.- : yr,J {'~ ~ I I ,., ... i' 1'<--.. ~- rc - ~---, ..... < I I 
21. WIL,L THERE BE PERMANENT DEFECT, OR FACIAL OR HEAD D•SJ"!GUREM .. NT? 0 YES ~ p.-e.:,....; ~ (I/ 'Yes," describe tllll11rc ,,d e:ldetll of same. ~.slilfta/e loss offrmctrop in ~rrlfs}. · . {/ /·. . 
. ) ,., ·. 
22. NAME OF ATTENDING PHYSICIAN (Type or priftt} 13il ADDRESS {Nurrtber am/ street, city, /little, zip code}. 
• Hathe\.,r N. Smith, M.D. / 6201 Leesburg Pike In::s4-0937561 Falls Church. Virainia 22044 
z•. I CERTIFY THAT I PERSONALLY EXAMIN~#iu,~~N-~ .. 2$. DATE OF THIS RePORT 
. . ~?":...~~':i>~ M.D. 7-2?-75 SIGNATURE · 
SIGNATUIIE OF ATTI.NDUtG P'H'fSrCIAN 
COMPLETE TH!S ~E?ORT IMMEDIATELY AFf::R SEEING ?ATfE~T FO~ THE fiRST" TJN.::. 
h~ J7 -·- :J • 
'\_ f7'03) 536-97'11 
MATHEW N. SMITH, M.D., F ACS 
NEUROL.OGICAI.. SURGERY 
Vega Precision Laboratories 
800 Follin Lane -
Vie~na, Virginia 22180 
Dear r.1rs. Finer: 
6.201 LEESBURG PIKE 
FALLS CHURCH,'VIRGINIA .2.2044 
August 18, 1975 
Re: Hamza Jwayyed 
~474- 1/s-
~-!r. JHayyed returned to \-10rk in April of 197 5 follm..,ing 
a period of convalescence after a kidney .operation. At work 
he 1-?-fted heavy binders, had pain on the right side of his 
neck and at the site of surgery. He \-las seen and has been 
treated by Dr. Rubin Cabrera, orthopedic surgeon. Hm·1ever 
he continued having pain down his right ar.m, his right thumb 
and back pain as well as incisional pain at the site of his 
previous operation. His pain was described as nerve root 
pain. He had an Ei'"'G which v1as normal. He also complained 
of occasional severe headache. He has been taking Valium 
and Empir in.· 
E:-:a1t'lination in my office revealed some diminished range of 
motion of the neck, mild left-sic1ed spasm. There "i·:as 1-2+ 
brachialgia u.nd diminished radial pulse Hith rotation of the 
neck and slight weakness of the triceps muscle. Ny impression 
\·ms that he sustained cervical sprain "i-Ti th radiculi-tis. He 
,.;as told to continue vTit.h physic~l therapy. He returned to 
me on July 29, 1975 stating that he \:ras improved \vi th physical 
therapy. r-1y fe~ling is that he should be able to return to 
\·?Ork by October 1, 1975 and I v7ould suggest that this be 
confirmed by a query of Dr .. Rubin Cabrera. 
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,j. Ken Harris 
ew Hampshire Insurance Company 
)01 N. Moore Street . 
,sslyn, Virginia 22209 
~ar Mr. Harris 
PRACTICE LIMITED TO ORTHO?EDIC SURGERY 
PHONE 273-4322 
August .22, 1975 
RE: JWAYYED, Hamza 
Ys. Vega Precision Lab 
D/A: 4/4/75 
This patient was seen on 8/4/75 and stated that he went to see Dr. Smith on 7/29/75 • 
• Smith gcve him a note that sta~ed "the above-named is medically not fit for work for '.·he 
xt 8 weeks." I hove given a note to him to that effect as well. He is to return to see 
• Smith at the appointed time. · 
Sincerel~. yours, . 
?f.:~ . -z~ . .· . """ 
. -· J , . , • -~~J./U 
WI.LLIAM J. GAZALE, M. D •. 
IG/Ir 
1. enclosed 
DDENDUM: This patient has been undergoing physical therapy treatments in our outpatient 
hysical therapy department. Treatments consists of hotpacks, massage, ultrasound and 
ervicol traction to the cervical, dorsal and lumbar .regions. Dates ore reflected on the 
~tached statement. 
. /1 
\ ,'\, ' 
-.1 !~\ . ~\\ . 
i t • 
. i I . . 
I t:~ • 
. \,;....~ 
..:. 9 ..;..0.'-' ;n Ul\lJEK THt: i'IWVI!:iliJi~S OF THt;i 
COMMONWEALTH OF VliiGINIA 
DEPARTMENT OF WORKMEN'S COM?ENSATION 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION Of VIRGINIA 
P. 0. Box 1794, Richmond. Virginia 23214 S'["p 9 
:='ile No. 
Cuae of 
/' /;'... ...~- ~ .. .' --l ·-.-~· 't.·."" ,, .... ..1. /:- ""-~,. •; '··_,_·,~.,I 
-· c,. . l ~ ...... _. , . 
.• 
,·::: ~,~_.r;. 
c) ,o lg 
ATTENDING PHYSICIAN'S REPORT. ~ 
II questions in this blank ';hould be a'n.swc:rc:d, and the· rc:port should cont.ain an account of all i.&juries, no m:mc:r how tri\'ial. Fill 
Lt blank in ink using pen or typewriter, and n1ail promptly to the etnploycr or the Claim Office of the insurance carrier. 
I. NAME OF INJURED EMPI..OYEE (First, oniddlr init"iG[, last) [2. DATE OF IN.lURY IMoJ.,day,yr) 
P.:'l'!""''7;1 T~v:=l"'TU~r1 J'n~il 1C)7t; 
3. E.MPI..OY.EE'S HOME ADOR~SS (Number and street, city, state, %ip code) 4. OATE OF BIRTH (or 126•1 l 5 .. SE._ 
3303 Cannongate Road *-3, Fairfax, 'l;lirqin:i.a ?.203() (Mo .. day, yr.] I . 
ln-?.A-37 Ma1e 
o. NAME OF EMPI..OYER 7. EMPI..OYER•s ADDRESS (Number-and street, city. sttrle, zi~ codr}. 
Vega Precision Laboratories Vienna, "{7. • • . J..rgJ.n 1.a 
e. OATE OF FIRST VISIT (Mo.,day, I D. DATE DISCHAR"GED (Mo.,day,yr.) I to. WHO AUTHORIZED TREATMEN-T! 
yr.} . 
h-lfi-7'1 
II. EMPI..OYEE•s ACCOUNT OF HOW INJURY OR EXPOSURE TO OCCUPATIONAL. DISEASE ·ocCURRED 
see orevious report 
12. FIN::>ING5 UPON EXAMINATION !INCLUDE RESULTS OF X•RAYS, LABORATORY STUDIES, "ETC· NOTE PRIOR IN.IURIES ANO PRE• 
EJC:ISTING CONDITIONS AND ANY REMARI<S AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE REVERSE OF THIS FORM.) 
;?['_,.::. c.-.A' C.,.,./L. , 
13. Ol.t.GNOSIS 14, I$ DIAGNOSED CONDITION DUE 1"0 OCCURRENCE OESCRISEO 
~C.~~/. 9-,; IN ITEM 111 IF "NO', EXPLAIN ON REVERSE c. -e V' <./ .. •c. &../". c:,':YES D NO OF THIS FORM 
. 
us. NATURE OF TREATMENT 10. OATES OF YOUR TRE.I.T• 
/4'v-- 6~. ~~- ~C-:- MENT (Mo •• day, yr.) 
_..:-?-~/ 
" 
'?' .eo,_.:> ~ -r.r<- . 
17. WAS EMPLOYEE HOSPITAI..IZEO! 0 YESQNc Ia. WERE X•RAYS TAKEN! 0 YES 0 NO 9-?.f'l-75 (If "Ye.s," give name arJd address o/ (IJ "Yes. " give resulls in ilttm 12) hospital ;, item }9) 
19. GIVE (I) NAME:;, (2) ADDRESSES, AND (3) DATES OF TREATMENTS PROVIDED BY HOSPIT41..S OR OTHER DOCTORS FOR THIS INJURY 
see prev1ous report . . 
I : 8. DATE ABLE TO RETURN I C. DATE ABI..E TO RETURN TO 20. WAS TH~RE OISABII..ITY FOR WORKf A, DATE DISABILITY BEGAN I 
DYes 0No (lf"Ye.s. " 
I (Mo.,day,yr,) I TO I..IGHT WORK (Mo.,day,: TO REGUI..AR WORK (Mo. day. I an.swer I I 
I . I yr.) I yr.) 20-A.B.CJ I 
--> I I I I I I 
21. WIL,I.. THERE BE PERMANENT OEF~CT, OR FACIAL OR HEAD DISFIGUREMENT! 0 YES QNo 
(I/ 'Yes," describe naturr and extent oj same. E stimale loss of function in % trrms). 
22. NAME OF .loT TENDING PHYSICIAN (Type or print) 23. ADDR~SS (Number and strrel, city, state, %ip code) 
r--:athct·: N. Smith, H.n. (,?()1 r~eeshurg Pike 
rn,;s4-0937561 / Falls rhurch, Virqinia '?flit A 
24. I CERTIFY THAT I PERSONALI..Y EXAMINED A~EA~.::I_!!:.AT~ 26. DATE OF THIS REPORT 
. 0&-- /'~~~-~ 
·· · · -c - -.. ·· ::;...> ..._ M 0 q_~q ns . SIGNATURE · • • • 
- . SI~NATUR£ 01 ATf£"'101,.G- l"tt.'I'S.ICU,H 







' f •• ('' ' '.:·· 
IIIATIII'W N. SMITII, M.IJ., 1·.,\.C.S. 
62111 l.t'l!sbur~ Pike 
I·ALLS C:liljllCII. VIHGil'IIA 22044 




' . . 
.Teh:rhonc: 5:1t>-Y7ll 
liND No. AS (;65 I OJ~ 
1>3!17 ,( /. . ;~ v (' . 
N hme ~:"/.~"1::~ ... :1..!::-........................ /- . .}:-.• <:: .............................. -........ Date 
Athlrcas 
"" ~)i 




rH"~ USE OF' TiiiS FOR;.~ 1::> i\.i::QU. ·> .. LiNDER THB PROV15iuNS OF Hi~ t'UHK~iEt>:'~ CO~~?E.SSATh);' ACT. 
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
DEPARTMENT OF WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF VIRGINIA 
~ile No. 176 
P. 0. Box 1794, Richmond. Virginia 23214 
0CT6 1975 
A rrENDING PHYSICI}t~ /~If.."@~~ 
1 questions in this blank should be answered, and the report should contain an ;;ccount of all injuries, no matter how tri,·ial. Fill 
t blank in ink using p:n or typewriter, and mail promptly to the c1nploycr or the Claim Office of the insurance carrier. 
I. NAME. OF INJUFI EO EMPLOYEE (Fir:st·, middl• initial, last) .. 12. DA ;~~:.~=JURY (Mo.,day,y•) 
! ~ n:t .. ~r-'. '· u;.;:-o JT."';"•·~·r,ri 
-
3. EMPLOYEE'S HOME ADORES$ (Numher tznd :str11d, city, :state, zip code} 4.DATE OF BIRTH (oral«) ! 5. SE>. 
(Mo., day, yr,J 
"""" :::!Oirmo;'':':"'·tc ~n;:-r) .':? F ~~ i J:-f ;"'1_~·: , '//, :?.~030 1 ,..,_., !·- ... -: - ·.J .... ·' 
6. NAME OF EMPLOYER 7. EMPLOYER'S "0DRES5 (Numhe,.~md slred, city, stcrt~. zi~ code), 
\'n;~:~ ... .!Jr'l.r~.~ ~()() FnJ} ~_,~ T.!~,, ... r1. •I ~ !"'\j.,."·"" ., tr' ""l""''j~l') 
e. DATE OF FIRST VISIT (Mo.,day, I P. DATE DISC~ARGED (Mo.,Jay,yr.J 110. Wl-!0 AUTa-tORIZED TREATMENT! yr.) ~ 9-7.)-7.5 co!l:n}.t::·.t:i 0-:1 ·o:!~.-.r n~· r.,._.~, r> 
II. EMPLOYEE'S ACCOUNT OF HOW INJURY OR EXPOSURE TO OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE OCCURRED 
!"~~fer to Dr. C:c:zal~ 
12. FI!'IDINI;$ UPON EXAMIN .... TION (INCL.UDE RESUL.TS OF X•RAYS, L.AB0RAT0RY STUDIES, ETC. NOTE PRIOR IN.IURIES AND PRE• 
EXISTIN<O CONDITIONS AND ANY REMARKS ANO RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE REVERSE OF THIS FORM.) 
i\efer to Dr. Gaz;:~lc 
13. OI ... GNOSIS 14• IS DIAGNOSED CONDITION DUE 1·0 OCCURRENCE DESCRIBED 
p~in ~i:,11t 8houlclcr IN ITEM 111 IF •NO', EXPLAIN ON REVERSE anc1 lo:.~er br1c1~ 
and left: lf:::;. D YES D NO 
OF THIS _FORM 
Rcfo.r to t),.- ('.:;-~-~,,.... 
IS. NATURE OF TREATMENT 15. OATES OF YOUR TRE ... T• 
MENT (Mo .. day. yt.J 
., ~ to Dr. G;1~7.r.J.e con,..nlt:-otion .. r.~.cr - m:J.y by Dr. Gllecrd 
"·WAS EMPLOYEE HOSPITALIZED! D YESQNC 18. WERE X•R A YS T A KENT D YES D NO (If "Yc.s," giw 11amc Gild crddrcs:s of (lf"Yc:s," giue re:.ull:s ;, item 12) 
hospital in ilut 19) r to :Jr. c~~.-}., .: .... _cr ; :n·;-:'r.-1'"' .... 1·n !'·..... , ... , ~ ..,":'-. ":": 
Ill. GIVE II) NAMES, (2) ADDRESSES, AND (3) DATES OF TREATMENTS PROVIDED BY HOSPITALS OR OTHER DOCTORS FOR THIS INJURY 
no. fer to Jr. r.r.~ale 
20. W"S THERE DISABILITY .FOR I :B. DATE ABLE TO RETURN 
I C. DATE ABLE TO RETURN TO WORK! "·DATE DISABILITY BEGAN I 
DYEs 0NO (Jf "y fiS, .. 
I (Mo.,dcry,yr.) I TO LIGHT WORK (Mo.,doy,: TO REGUL.AR WORK{Mo. doy, CIDSIUt!'r I I 
I I yr.) I yr.J 
20-A,B.CJ I ~ I I I ··},....~ .... -.. 
·-
-
I ,. ~ I 
------- • 
-----
21. WIL,L THERE BE PERMANENT-DEFecT. -o-R ;ACIAL. oR HEAD o•sF.IGUREMENTr·o YEs QNO 
(If 'Ye:s," de:scril>~ nGtu.r~ crnd cxl,nt of same. E:stimalr Jo:ss of/rmction in,. lemJs}. 
?t"fCT to Jr. 0t':'I.~~~J.0 
22. NAME OF ATTENDING PHYSICIAN (Tyf1r or f1rint} 23. ADDRESS (Nuwrhcr crnd slrflcl, city, stair, zi[' code) 
I-:~:~r 1 S!1t-'C~"1i' ~-... J. r , r.·; J .... ~ .~ 
'"'"' 
. ., .; ., -.... ,, ... .: :- ~ ~ 
I CERTIFY THAT I PERSONALLY EXAMINED AND TREATED THIS PATIE7: 
.. 
- z':~. Dl.TE 'oF"THIS.AEF'ORT · 24. 
. :.,~(-' 
' i< \ } . -.. 
' 
l, ·.· ... 10-?.-75 SIGNATURE . •. .. " ' ,,·.. ·, ·, ' . M.D. 
SI~KATUil£ OF ATTt"OJJCG PMYStC:14N 
' 
COMPLETE THIS REPORT IMMED!ATt:LY Ai=Ti:R Si;;';JNG ?AT!ENT FO~ THE FI~ST TIME. 
,?e! 
THL .·AIRFAX ORTHOPeDiC CUNlC, 11\il. 
VllliAM J. GAZALE, M.D. 
1L6ERT C. CASASONA, M.D. 
lUSEN D. CABRERA. M.D. · 
New· Hampshire Insurance Company 
1901 N. Moore Street 
Rosslyn, Virginia 22209 
10720 MAIN STREET 
FAIRFAX, VIRGINIA 22030 
.·~ 
PRACTICE LIMITED TO ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY 
PHONE 273-4322 
October 7, 1975 
ATTENTION: IW. Kenneth Harris, Claims Examiner 
RE: 
Dear Mr. Harris: 
JWAYYED, Hamza 
vs. Vega Precision Lab. 
D/A: 4/4/75 
This patient returned on 9/23/75 complaining of pain in the left lumbar region at the 
site of nephrectomy incision and along it to the anterior abdomen. He was seen by the Urologist 
and a cystoscopy was done in May, 1975, and he was told this was negative for pathology. 
He complained of an occasional sensation of "cold and chilly .. feeling in the (eft greater 
trochontedc area. He afso complained of pain in the left sacroiliac region · 
I feel the problem here is on the basis of a sacroiliac sprain; there are no neurological 
pal'terns that J can determine which would develop hypesthesias as the patient describes as .the 
sensory pattern is rather pecul-iar and does not correspond to any particular dermatone. I 
hove referred this patient to a Neurologist, Dr. Ghaemi, for further evaluation. 
WJG/Ir 
Stm. enclosed 
MATHEW N. SMITH, M. J., FACS 
NEUROLOGICAL. SURGERY 
Ne,.., Hampshire Insurance Company 
19111 N. Hoore Street 
Rosslyn, Virginia /.2209 
Dear Hr. Harris: 
\ ,1 •• , I 
', I L ( ---~~/\ I) /1 t."'. J ~-vo.. f .. .. -.- J~· ~ /'-' 
(703) 536-9711 j ,c 
6201 LEE~;BURG PIKE 
FALLS CHURC.,,. VIRGINIA 22044 
October 31, 1975 
P.e: Hamza ;rvrayyec1 
~~R440 NC OOEi 91 43 
.... -. 
NOV - 1: 197S 
·This'patient ,.ras seen on Septemher 29, 1975. He is 
5.mproving vri th ·physical therapy. He does not feel· 
able to return to ,,rork at this time. 
I have advisec1 that he return in six 'i.·•eeJ:s at 'l.·:hich 
time a mvelogram ,.,ill he cione if he is not Nc;~l enough 




(703) 53G-071 t 
I 
MATHEW N. SMITH, M.D •• FACS 
NEUROL.OGICAL. SURGERY 
62.01 LEESBURG PIKE 
FALLS CHURCH. VIRGINIA 22044 
NoveMber 13, 1975 
TO T'7H011·! IT 1-1AY CONCERN: 
. )»•r. .T\:.~avven has heen unable to \•TOrl-: due 
to cervical sprain with rad~culitis. 
Fe i~ still undP.r rnv cnrP., nnahlc to 
~ork, and is schenulen for an office 
v:i sit on i-'ricl~~', Novernher :n, 1~7 s at 
":-hich time arranqernents '-Till he made 
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11~-~:!.~':i ;;c:Ll:~ .. olr.·,~J :!.c.!.:·~tl f j_n.c~.i ,.,_s{:~ 
could return to vo~k as of 
\ 
TO WHOM JT HAY CONC~RN: 
PATIENT'S NAME: 
. I ~ . . 
MEDICAL RELEASE TO \'YORK 
FAIRFAX ORTHOPEDIC CLINIC, INC. 
10720 !v,o!n Street . 
Fairfax, Virginia 22030 · 
Hamza M. Jwayyed 
----------~----------------------------------~--------....... 
PATIENT'S EMPLOYER: .. 
----------------------~----------------------------
The above patient has be~n under my profes~ional core from __ 4_-_1 o_-_7_5 __ ...... ________ _ 
to present and continuing • 
. 
. . ... 
DlAGN OS IS OR PROBLEM: lumbar and cervi ca 1 prob 1 ems. 
----------------------~---~------~--~-----
DATE OF INJURY: 
----------------~~~-------------------------------------
(CHECK ONE) . O~cupotional . Non O.ccupational' 
---::--- -----.,..----
Patient is reo.dy to return to: (CHECK ONE~ 
Regular duty (which includes lifting) 
---------
Light duty (indicate rcsiTic.ti~ns below}' 







Please indicate any work restrictions: This patient is to refrain from prolonged sittir-
\·la1king, standing, repeated bending or lifting. this is to be indefinitely. 
This man is contemplating admissior:LJO __ ~he hospital for tests. · 
. -- . ' 
. /. 
DATE OF MOST RECENT VIS~l': · 2-2L~-76 
I --------------------~~---------------------





. -~ .. · 
. . 
. . 
WILLIAM J. GAZALE~M.D.OR~HOPEDIC SURGE! 
Doctor's N_ame -please print· · · 
10720 Main Street · · 
Fairfax, Va·. 22030 
(703) 273-4322 
THE FAt,rAX ORTHOPEDIC CLINIC, INC. 
10720 MAIN STREET 
\ FAIRFAX, VIRGINIA 22030 . 
WILLIAM J. GAZALE. M.D. 
ALBERT C. CASABONA. M.D. 
RUBEN D. CABRERA, M.D. 
New Hampshire Insurance Company 
1901 N. Moore Street 
Rosslyn, Virginia 22209 
Gentlemen: 
APR- 61973 
PRACTICE LIMITED TO ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY 
PHONE 273-4322 
. March 29, 1976 
RE: JWAYYED, Hamza 
D/A: 4/4/75 
vs: Vega Precision Lab. 
This patient returned 2/24/76 with neck and low back pain.After examination I felt 
the problem was on the basis of a radiculitis, probably secondary to intervertebral 
disc protrusion. 
RECOMMENDATIONS: Myelogram to be carried out. 
The patient returned 3/7/76 and was complaining of the same discomfort. We have 
scheduled his myelogram. 
The patient was admitted to Commonwealth Doctors Hospital on 3/9/76. The myelogram 
which was to be carried out on 3/10/76 was cancelled due to a severe allergy to 
Iodine which the patient had. He was discharged on 3/10/76 to be followed in the 
office. 
He returned on 3/19/76 with continued discomfort and pain. He was given a prescrip-
tion for Percodan. He said we were to have a conference with his attorney next week. 
WJG/nsl 
Enclosures 
Very truly yours, 
EDWARD B. MAcMAHON, M.D., F.A.C.S. 
TELEPHONE 751·6BqD 
. REPORT ON: 
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EDWARD B. MAcMAHON, M.D., LTD. 
PRACTICE LIMITED TO ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY 
LANDMARK TOWERS 
1D1 S, WHITING STREET 
ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA Z:Z3D4 
;TIV'A YYED, HAMZA 
6200 \iilson Boulevard .- ~-;816 
Falls Church, Virginia 22044 
DATE OF EX1\MINATION: July 9, 1976 
NAi··lE OF 'EMPLOYER: VEGA PRECISION LAB. 
HISTORY: This 35 year old Pales-
tinian gave a history of having a kidney stone on December· 31, ~974 
\vhich \vas caught in the ureter and requir-ed surgery through the usua·l 
left incision and he made a complete recovery from this. 
He states that, while at 
work on April 4·, 1975, he t\visted his back and some time after that 
deve~.Q.R~d_p,ain. fe~_t_v.ag\'~__i_y~_in the-·1€a:·t·-.t15l.P.k~.' · The history h~~·- b~en. 
we.ll &ocumented since then and-·be lias-·s.een several Neurosurgeons and 
several Orthopaedists and had :repeated electrorayographic tests ,,,hich 
are negative but he continues t1 be incapacitated from this injury. 
He describes the pain as being felt deep in the flank on the left side 
anc1 sometimes radiates out tmr1ara the middle but is basically on the 
left side. Coughing and sneezing has no effect on this. Because of 
these S}~ptoms, he has had therapy with slight improvement but mainly 
improvement to the pain in his neck. He has had no weakness in the 
left leg and no stumbling and the usual symptoms and signs of a :ruptured 
disc have not been resent in this a 'ent. He describes the pain as 
be~ng ue ped by extending his back and :relieved by flexing and he can 
apparently flex his back with little difficulty. 
It is not clear as to 
\vhether anyone has documented any paravertebral muscle spasm in £l~s back 
but I gather that this has not been done. He had been scheauled for a 
myelogram \-.7hich was not done because of a llegea a l.lergy to Iodine. 
He claims to be totally 
incapacitated from returning to even light work since the accident- of 
April 4, 1975. 
He further 
REPORT ON: -2- Ji·'lA YYED , HAHZt'\ 
EXi\HINAT ION : 
July 9, 1976 (cont'd.) 
pain as, vlhen very severe in his back, that it radiates toward the 
left groin and that he has a tingling feeling in the skin w:1ich he. 
describes as be low the area of· the inguinal li<;ament and associated 
with some numbness but this numbness.c1oes not go into his scrotum. 
It is not assoc·ia ted with any weakness. in his thigh and does not 
cause·any hip flexion contracture on the left side. He states, as 
the pain gets better in the back, then the numbness goes away. He 
outlines this allesr.ed area of paresthesia and anesthesia and, to 
the my interpretation of his symptoms, is either from the ilio 
hyperga~tric nerve or the genito femoral nerve. It does not appear 
to be the ilio inguinal nerve since this usually goes into the scrotum. 
There is no evidence of this numbness at this time. He sta'ces that 
he·has seen three Urologists in the past as well to find out the 
etiology of his problem but all they have done is cystoscoping and 
telling him this is negative and discharge him. 
EXl~f.iiNATION: 
July 9, 1976 
a 35 year old male, v_~ry 
On examination, 
voluble and somewhat agitated. 
he is 
The usual examination for 
a back is carried out and it is noticed that he has a negative straight 
leg raising test on the right and very questionably positive on the 
left at 60 degrees. There is no atrophy of the left leg. There is 
no evidence of hip pathology on the left. Hhen he stands, th..ere is 
noticed to be no paravertebral muscle spasm but there is an exaggerated 
response to touching the skin in the area of the left flank and back. 
There is no tenderness in the spine. No paravertebral muscle spasm 
could be demonstrated at this examination and he could stand on his 
toes and walk on his heels without difficulty. There is no paresthesia 
about the well healed scar on the left flank from the previous explora-
tion of the left ureter. 
DISCUSSION: This patient demonstrates 
to me no evidence of any ruptured disc and reva ie\·J of the post history 
reveals nothing to suggest this in any way. The question in my mind, 
which is conveyed to him, is are his symptoms in fact related to some 
type of entrapment of a nerve from the previous kidney and ureter 
surgery since . the--description of. the symptoms in the groin could only 
come from an L-1 disc and would hardly be inter~ittent in nature and 
certainly should show up on an electromyographic test if this were the 
source of his problem. I feel this question can be clarified somewhat 
·REPORT ON: -3- JV7A YYED, HAMZA 
EXA.l1.INAT ION: 
July 9, 1976 (cont'd.) 
by some paravertebral blocks with Novacaine, done by an Anesthesiolo-
gist, as doing a sympathetic block and see if these relieve his · 
~ymptoms. If this is not done, it is difficult to clarify what his 
diagnosis is although, as s~q~ed previously, there appears to be no 
evidence of a ruptured L-1 disc in this patient at this time. 
I have given him a. 
prescription for Tylenol to tide him over until he sees Dr. Gazale. 
If you have any questions, 
please feel free to call me since it is an obviously complicated case 
\·Jhich needs clarifying. 
EB!,1:js 
7-14-76 
2cc: New Hampshire Ins. 
K. Harris 
..... 
THE FAI( \x ORTHOPEDIC CLINIC~ fNC. 
.lAM J. GAZALE, M.D. 
EHT C. CASABONA, M.D. 
EN D. CASHERA, M.D. 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
10720 W.AIN STREET 
FAIRFAX, VIHG!tliA 2:xl30 
PRACTICE LIMITED TO 
PHONE 2l 
August 10, 1976 
RE: Ywayycd, Hamza Musa 
This patient has been un'dcr my care for a back ond neck problem; he has a severe reaction 
fo the iodine and therefore, a myelogram can not be carried out lo del ermine if he has a 
intervertebral lumbar disc prrotrusion; however, there is a possibility of it existing. In view 
of these facts, ·1 feel that this patient has a permanent physical impairment of 35% of the 
bock, based on the amount of restriction in the range of motion. 
We have discussed with the patient the pros and cons of have an exploration surgery of the back. 
EMG studies hove been normal. -
Sincerely. yours, 
WILLIAM J. GAZALE, M. D. 
WJG/skc 
given to patient 
.. 
~· 
THE FAIRFAX ORTHO?EDIC.CLINIC, INC. 
t0720 MA~N STREET 
FAIRFAX, VIRGINIA 22030 
, 
WILLIAM J. GAZALE, M.D. 
ALBERT C. CASABONA, M.D. 
RUBEN D. CABRERA, M.D. 
PRACTICE LIMITED TO O'RTHOPEDIC SURGERY 
PHONE 273-4322 
New Hampshire Insurance Co. 
1901 N • Moore Street 
Rosslyn, Virginia 22209 
Gentlemen: 
August 11, 1976 .. - -· 
SEP- 11976 
RE: JWAYYED, Homza 
vs. Vega Precision Lab 
D/A: 4/4/75 
This patient returned on 6/14/76 and continues to hove the radicular problem as 
previously mentioned with the radiculitis to the left lower extremity. We ore unable 
to do a myelogram because of his severe reaction to iodine. We will, therefore, get· 
an EMG study. 
He returned on 7/1/76 at which time he stated that he did not get the EMG because 
he was worried that his kidney scar on the left side plus the rectal abscess which was 
operated on five times might cause an untoward change in the potentials. We have advised 
him that this was no problem and he should go ahead and get the .study and come back. 
We discussed the possibilities of surgery, pros and cons, and he requested that exploratory 
surgery of the back would not be possible. 
He returned on 7/22/76 and was given the results of the EMG test , which was found 
to. be within normal limits. Of course, this does not eliminate the possibility of an inter-
vertebral lumber disc protrusion. Unfortunately we cannot corry out a lumber myelogram. 
ln view of these facts, I feel that the permanent partial impairment based on the amount of 
restriction in the range of motion and the radiculitis is 35% of the bock. He returned on 
8/3/76 and his condition is starus quo. He was given a prescription for Darvon Compound #65 
numbering 100 and is to return to see me in approximately five to six weeks. 
Sincerel~ours, · ~·· • ..-.:1 ~~: _-:J!:...----At!) ·~~~ 
WILLIAMJ. GAZALE, M.D. 
WJG/Irw 
Stm. encklsed 
'WiLLIAM J. GAZALE. M.D. 
ALBERT C. CASABONA, M.O. 
RUBEN 0. CABRERA, M.D. 
THE 
MEW HAMPSHIRE INS. CO. 
Rosslyn Branch Office 
1901 No. Moore Street 
Rosslyn, Va: 22209 
Dear Mr. Harris: 
FAih\'AX ORTHOPEDIC CLINIC, 
10720 MAIN STREET 
FAIRFAX, VIRGINIA 22030 
. . - .. 




PRACTICE LIMITED TO ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY 
PHONE 273-4322 
September 7, 1976 
RE: Jwayyed, Hamza 
I om in receipt of your letter and I have read Dr. McMahon's recommendations and let me. 
advise you that the EMG tests were conducted in this case on 5/6/75 for the cervical region 
and 7/12/76 for the lumbar region. The electrodiognosfic studies were normal in structures tested. 
We could not, unfortunately, perform a myelographic study because of the paHent's allergy to iodine. 
The dye usually used containing iodin precluded this examination totally. This patient has been seen 
by Drs. Goold and Smith for the radicular problems presented. · 
He was also examined by Dr. Ghaemi, medical neurologist, and it is on that basis that I 
have recommended the degree of permanent physical impairment on the basis of the radicuiar 




WILLIAM J. GAZALE, M. D. 
WJG/skc 
• • 
EDWARD 8. MACMAHON. M.D •• LTD. 
·· PRACTICE LIMITED TO ORTHCPAEGtC SURGERY 
.:DWARO S, MA.cMAHON, M,O., F'.A.C.S. 
TELEPHONE '751•6SDD 
LANGMARK TOWERS 
101 s. WHITING STREET 
ALEXANDRIA. VIRGINIA Ja2304 
New Hampshire Insurance company 
1901 N. Moore Street 
Rosslyn, Vir~inia 22209 
ATT : KEN HARRIS 
Dear¥~. Harris: 
OCT .1 S 1976' 
October 28, 1976 
RE: HAMZA JWA nED 
Tha:.1k you for your 
letters and copies of rep::>rts on this. patirmt. 
I am still convinced 
that this patient shm'ls no evidence of any ruptured disc in his lm., 
back. I also am not convinced th~t his synptoms are work related, 
., 
as you may gathe;r from my report···~·. If, hO\'lever, j ou accept this as . 
being work r~lated then, :::>asec( on my exa"inination. I can see no reason/ 
why he could not do desk 'Mk and doing the dutiEs described in the/ 
letter from the Vega Corporation detailing _his activities as a coy 
Accountant. 
:~:a.\1: j s 
( 
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·.·:· . . . ~T~ E. MORTON, M.D. 
,STROENTEROLOGY .... · .. : . :.· . 
. . . ~ . 
~ .. . . 
·.· •. ,· 
.. 
8301 ARLINGTON BOULEVARD 
SUITE· 4-1 
AMERICAN BOARD OF INTERNAL. MED.ICINE 
. . 
ECIAL. TY BOARD OF GASTROENTEROLOGY 
.. _··..-::· ~ . FAIRFAXt VIRGINIA 22030 
(703) 560-6106 
ro Who It May Concern; 
.(: .·~ :_: 
.. • .. 
... . \ ·.:. .. 
. . 
. ··~ 
·.·.• l.:· December 28, 1976 
Re: Hamza Musa Jwayyed 
rh is is a rep.ort requested by fflr. Jwayyed, t"ho I satU in 
:onsultcition on December 21 and again December 27. 
1r. Jwayyed is a 39 year old moslem gentleman who evidently 
1as had dyspeptic symptomatology consisting primarily of 
Jersistent in · estion for the last three or four months. 
In upper gastrointes 1na ser1es was done two mont s ago, 
1ot reviewed by me, which did show a questionable collection 
1f barium suggestivs of a duodenal ulcer in the bulb of the 
luodenum. Since that time the patient has been bothered by 
1urning epigastric and right upper quadrant pain which is 
:omewhat relieved by antacids. The pain has not awaken the 
1atient at night and he is currently using Maalox four times 
Ia i 1 y. . 
is past history consists most pertinently of a back injury 
ustained approximately two years ago following which he 
ost his job. Since that time the patient has been under 
great deal of financial and emotional stress, particularly 
elated to his financial situation and now the fact that 
is wife is seven months pregnant. He has been on large 
oses of Darvon, Percodan and Valium given to him by his Drtho-
edist because of persistent lo~ back pain. Other problems 
f a past history nature include the removnl of a kidney stone 
nd a rectal abscess. His family history is negative for · · 
eptic ulcer disease. He has normal bowel habits, a good 
ppetite, a stable weight and denies any history of gall 
ladder or liver disease. He evidently was an accountant 
n the ~ast, smokes a pack of cigarettes a day. does not 
rink or uses any aspirin and rarely drinks coffee. 
n physical examination his blood pressure was 142/84. The 
emainder of the general examination was normal.with the 
xception of a mild degree of epigastric and periumbilical 
enderness • 
.. . 
. . . 
... 
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.. 
Rc: Hamza ffiusa JuJayyed .. ·J: 
. 
I proceed~d to repeat his upper GI series, a. copy of which I 
am sending you. It reveals ~dema or swelling of the duodenal 
folds which is ~onsistent with peptic ulcer disease but a 
definite ulcer crater was nril.identified. 
ImPRESSION& Probable active,acid peptic disease • 
. . . ·-.. :. 
The inability to specifically document the ulcer crater 
bothers me a little and I hav·e· suggested the possibility of 
an endoscopy at a later date· :to ffir. Jwayyed as a mode of 
determining definitely whet~er or not an active ulcer exists. 
I have started him on a regimen of ffiaalox 8 times a day which 
·h~s been somewhat helpful in the past few days to him. It · 
is quite possible and probable that the on-going stresses of 
his life, both financial and emotional, are to some degree 
contributing to his present abdominal complcints. I am not 
able to state that they are a definitive cause of his probable 
ulcer disease but there is no doubt they are a source of 
persistent aggravation, and are probably resulting in worsening 
of the current situation. further detail~ on specifics of 
his current disability status should he obtained from his 
Orthopedist, as the major problem still appears to be recurring 
back pain from the injury occurring two years ago. 
If further informatirin is necessary please do not hesitate 
to call. 
Yours truly, 












RICHARD C. VADNEY, M. D. • I 
•r BERNARD F. SMITH, M. D. .JOSEPH 




Hatnza Musa Jwayyad · 
~cernber 22, 1976 
BOULEVARD ME:DICAL CE:NT£R 
8301 ARLINGTON SOULE:VARD 
F'AIRF'AX, VIRGINIA 22D3Q 
TELEPHD""£ 560·B2B:Z 
I •' '• • . . .. 
. .... 
X-Ray Report 
FOR: Dr. Horton 
.. ·· . 
.• 
.. 
THE UPPER G. I. SERIES showed a rather prominent _phrenic 
ampulla which could represent a borderline sliding hiatal 
hernia. A reflux is not demonstrated into the esophagus 
with the patient in a trendelcnburg position. ~1e 
remainder of the stomach .,.,as normally outlined \'li thout 
pyloro-spasm. T'ne duodenal bulb showed generalized 
prominence of its folds appearing consistant with peptic · 
disease. A definite ulcer niche or ulcer deformity is not 
delineated. The delayed films showed normal gastric emptying 
with the barium being evident in the distal sli".all bowel which 
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HAMZA JWAYYED, Claimant 
v. Claim No. 474-175 
VEGA PERCISION LABORATORIES, INC., Employer 
NEW HAMPSHIRE INSURANCE COMPANY, Insurer 
Mr. Lawrence J. Pascal 
Attorney at Law 
Suite 220 
4660 Kenmore Avenue 
Alexandria, Virginia 22304 
for the Claimant 
Mr. Joseph P. Dyer 
Attorney at Law 
Suite 800 
The Rosslyn Building 
1911 Ft. Myer Drive 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 
for the Defendants 
Hearing before Deputy Commissioner HINER, at Fairfax, 
virginia, on January 19, 1977. 
All witnesses having been duly sworn, the following 
testimony was taken. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 
We are here on the employer's change in condition appli-
cation, filed November 8, 1976, indicating or claiming that 
the employee is able to resume his regular employment. 
What do you rely on, Mr. Dyer? 
-· 
MR. DYER: 
We rely on Dr. Gazale's report of November 10, 1976: Dr. 
MacMahon's report of october 28, 1976: Dr. Mathew Smith's 
report of 10 February 1976: and Dr. Mathew Smith's report of 
26 January 1976, all indicating that the claimant was capable 
of returning to his pre-accident employment. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 
Mr. Pascal? 
MR. PASCAL: 
Mr. commissioner, the job description presented to the 
doctors is different than work Mr. Jwayyed was doing 
at the time of his industrial accident: therefore, this is 
selective employment, and I point out to the commissioner that 
there has been no offer of selective work, and under these 
circumstances, Under Rule 13, I really don't think that there 
should be probable cause and this matter referred to the hear-
ing docket. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 
well, probable cause was found and that was not contested, 
so---
MR. PASCAL: 
It was contested, Mr. commissioner, but I want to make 
-2- Statements 
that point for the record that I don't believe a hearing should 
be held because there has been no offer to this gentleman of 
selective employment. There has been no tender. The employer 
nor the carrier has not said to this claimant we have this offer 
of selective employment, and that's what it is. It is not his 
pre-injury employment. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 
All right, sir. Did you take this up with the claims 
Division down there, with Mr. James? 
MR. PASCAL: 
Yes, sir. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 
Well, according to what I have, probable cause was found. 
Whether that's the proper way to contest it or whether you 
should take it to the Full commission, as I believe, in this 
discussion about it I'll overrule your motion to quash this 
application and go ahead on the premise my ruling can be taken 
up at another time under appropriate circumstances. 
MR. PASCAL: 
Fine. So I'll just note it for the record, sir. 
MR. DYER: 
Yes, sir. well, I'd like an opportunity, since Mr. Pascal 
-3- Statements 
is making his record, to insert in the record that the claimant 
was employed as a cost accountant by Vega Precision Laboratories 
at the time of his industrial accident, that the carrier then 
obtained a copy of the job title cost Accountant and the job 
description, the job summary, and the specified duties contained 
in the employerrs records and submitted that to the doctors in 
question. And that's in addition to the various doctors discuss-
ing the claimant's employment with him. I would like to make a 
copy of that available to the Industrial Commission record in 
the event that it was not. But it was submitted to doctors---
(Off t,he record) 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 
Yes, we have it, received in the commission on November 8, 
according to our file. 
MR. PASCAL: 
-
MY point on that, Mr. Commissioner, is that job description 
is different than the kind of work this man was doing at the 
time of his industrial accident and there has been no tender 
of employment to this gentleman. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 





MR. HAMZA JWAYYED, CLAIMANT 









Mr. Jwayyed, for the record, will you please state your 
full name and present address? 
My name is Hamza Musa Jwayyed. I am residing at 6200 
Wilson Boulevard, Apartment 816, Falls church, virginia, and 
the zip code is 22044. 
Mr. Jwayyed, you sustained an industrial accident in April 
of 1975? 
Yes, sir. 
would you tell the commissioner what kind of job duties 
you were performing when you sustained this injury? 
I was in the process of organizing a cost Department, a 
cost Accounting Department. 
And what did this involve physically for you to do? 
Getting the files from the storage room, checking the 
files of the Purchasing Department, working with the Production 
Department, and working with the Quality control. I think the 
whole thing is in the vice President's letter which he notarized 
for me which I think I gave you and I gave to Mr. Harris, the 













insurance agent, a copy of it, you know, to read it. 
This is the letter of JUne 5, '75? 
Yes, sir. 
Tell me, physically, what you had to do. was the lifting 
a problem? 
Yes, it is. I have to stand on a ladder many times and 
pick up the big files to accumulate the costa data, the past 
cost data, and transfer it to my department. So it involves 
lifting: it involves standing: it involves walking: it involves 
going from one department to another department and so on. 
And approximately how many pounds would you be lifting 
during the day? 
Oh, sometimes it depends upon how busy I am at doing some 
other things. Sometimes I lift 15, 20, sometimes 100 pounds. 
All right, and approximately how many hours a day would 
you be on your feet? 
I would say at least between five and six of the eight 
hour day. 
Since the date of the accident, have you performed any 
type of work? 
No, sir. 
You are aware of the job description which Mr. Dyer 
-6- Mr. Hamza Jwayyed 
Claimant 
referred to earlier? 
A You showed it to me, yes, sir. 
Q Dated October 5, 1976? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Is this job description the same kind of work you were 
doing? 
A Absolutely not, sir. 
Q How is it different? 
• 
A The paper here they say that the cost accountant sitting 
down did all of it on my desk and doing it on my cost accountant 
or cost clerk job which I ~asn't hired to do, which I was not 
doing. 
Q Has anybody ever offered you this type of work? 
A I haven't received any correspondence from my employer or 
the insurance carrier for any offer of any kind of employment. 
MR. PASCAL: 
I have nothing further at this time, Mr. 
commissioner. 
MR. DYER: 
I have several questions. 
BY MR. DYER: 
Q I received an offer around September of 1974, I think. 
















That's when he called me, the Vice President called me and said 
you've got a job. 
Okay, and when did you start work? 
I think you have it in the records, but either in the end 
of December or the beginning of October, I'm not sure. 
What year? 
1974. 
September or October? 
I said you have it in the record, either it's the 9th, the 
end, the last week of September 1974 or the 5th day of October 
1974. 
And you were hired as a cost accountant? 
I was hired to be in charge---
No, sir. Let me find out. were you hired as a cost 
accountant? 
I was hired as a cost manager not a cost accountant. ~ 
. 
cost manager? 
Yes, to build a cost Accounting Department. 
And it is your testimony, under oath, that you were never 
hired as a cost accountant? 
I just said, -you know, I was hired to organize a cost 
Accounting Department. 












"-. ... · 
No, sir. Let's start-- I mean we're taking an awful lot 
of time. My question is, was your job title ever cost accountant? 
I don't know what they put in the record. My job--my 
interview with the vice president, with the president himself, 
to organize a cost Accounting Department. That's what I was 
hired for. 
Who was your immediate supervisor when you were first 
hired? 
Vice president in charge of Personnel and Accounting, Mr. 
Bob Roland. 
You.were not under th~ direction of the manager of the 
Accounting Department? 
He was a co-worker~ He was not my manager. 
was there a manager of the Accounting Department? 
I said Mr. Bob Roland, the vice president of Accounting 
and Personnel. 
Mr. Roland's letter to you of JUne 5, 1975, indicates 
that he is the vice president of the corporation. was anyone 
in the position of manager of the Accounting Department? 
I didn't check with him: I didn't check with the president 
to see if they did or not •. I was responsible directly to the 
vice president in charge of Accounting and Personnel, Mr. Bob 
-9- Mr. Hamza Jwayyed 
Claimant 
:·"·';.. .... -... ~~... u 
Roland, Robert Roland. 
Q How many accountants were there working at the laboratory 
when you were first employed? 
A I didn't know their title. There were three guys and one 
lady. I don't know their titles or their job descriptions. 






I just answered. I don't know what their job description 
is. 
Not what I asked you. I asked what type of work were they 
doing? 
I didn't ask them. 
Did you observe them at all, sir, as you worked? 
MR. PASCAL: 
I don't mean to interrupt, Mr. Dyer, but is this 
at all helpful, sir? 
MR. DYER: 
Yes, sir. This man has come in and said that 
he is not hired as a cost accountant which the company 
told us that he was hired as. I think we are entitled 
to find out what the circumstances were when he was 
hired, what the job that he performed was, and what 









the set-up was in the Accounting Department. 
MR. PASCAL: 
He's not testifying that he wasn't hired as a 
cost accountant. He's testifying as to what his 
understanding was as to what he was hired to do. 
My objection goes to what other people were doing 
in this Accounting Department. I don't see any 
relevancy to the issue before you, sir. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 
Well, let's go ahead. I think it does. I don't 
see any harm don~. Let him ask the question. 
I was hired as a manager of cost Accounting. 
No, sir, that is not the question that is pending. The 
question is, were there other employees in the Accounting Depart-
ment there---
I answered yes. 
Okay. Now what work were they doing? What type of work? 
I don't know. 
You never looked at them? 
I never looked at them, no. 
Never looked at them, you, the man that was going to revise 
the whole Accounting Department, you didn't know what---









~"· :;_, . 
''-<.,..' 
They didn't have a cost accountant and they wanted a cost 
Accounting Department. That's why they hired me so I can hire 
assistants and cost accountants and cost clerks, and so on and 
so forth to help to manage the-- If I may say, I don't know 
how much you are familiar with accounting, you know, to build 
a whole department from beginning to end. So what other people 
who were before me and were doing there in Accounting and con-
tract, I don't know what they were doing because it was not 
part of my job to find out. 
When you were first hired, did you perform any accounting 
functions? 
I just said accumulating cost accounting data so I can 
start planning the procedures and the policies of a cost 
Accounting Department. 
were you ever responsible for performing cost analysis on 
Vega proposals? 
When the president or the vice president asked me for a 
rush job, yes. 
And were you ever responsible for performing a cost and 
price analysis on Vega contracts? 
Just when the president asked me for a rush job, yes. 
Were you ever responsible for the generation of related 













reprints, reports and date for Vega management? 
I just answered that. Just when the president asked me 
for a rush job to do for him within ten or fifteen minutes, 
yes. 
Did you ever assist in pricing of proposals and preparing 
analyses of proposals? 
When the president needed me for fifteen or twer.~..:y minutes, 
or the vice president, my direct supervisor, yes, I did. 
Did you ever monitor cost incurred data against original 
estimates? 
When the president as~ed me or the vice president asked 
me. 
Did you ever revise costs to completed figures on selected 
contracts? 
When the president asked me and the vice president asked 
me. 
Did you ever develop a format in which to provide the 
resu-lts of such an analysis to management? 
would you repeat that question please? 
Did you ever develop a format in which to provide the 
results of cost analysis to management? 
That was one thing--one of the things to start put in the 




procedures for the Cost Accounting Department. 




Mr. Dyer, really, I don't see how this is 
possibly helpful to you, sir, and I just have to 
object. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 
What he's asking, he's asking if he ever performed 
these functions that are listed in the job description. 
Mr. Pascal. 
MR~ PASCAL: 
I understand that, Mr. Commissioner, but the 
testimony before you is that in addition to these 
duties, he had many, many other duties---
MR. DYER: 
We' 11 get to those in a minute. 
MR. PASCAL: 
--and which involved lifting'· and bending, and 
standing. 
I will answer the question because there is nothing to 













DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 
All right, go ahead. 
When the president---
Sir, let me-- Did you ever develop data based on the cost 
of standard end products? 
Only when the president and the vice president asked me 
for ten or fifteen minutes and not any more. 
Did you ever utilize data base develop standards to compare 
cost on the same or similar end products? 
Anything the president or the vice president asked me 
whether accumulating data,, doing accounting analysis for ten 
or fifteen minutes, I did it, yes. 
Did you analyze bids at the completion of the contractual 
commitments and advise management of bids versus actual variances? 
When the president and the vice president asked me, yes. 
was there any other person, to your knowledge, with the 
job title of cost accountant when you were first hired at Vega 
Laboratories? 
I am not sure-- will you repeat that question again, please, 
sir? 
Yes, sir. Was there any other person with the title of 
cost accountant performing those duties when you were first 





hired by vega Laboratories? 
Your Honor, might I just expand the answer a little bit, 
just a little bit so we can calrify this point? 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 
Yes, sir. 
You have Accounting Department and you have a contract 
Department, Contract Administration. Now make sure that we 
realize that. The cost accounting function, the clerical 
thing that you're asking the question for, was done by the 
Contract Administration Department, by the contract Administratio 
and I hope there won't be.a mix-up here, contract Administration, 
and I was not a part of the contract Administration. I was not 
responsible before the contract administrator. I was responsiblE. 
before Mr. Roland, who is the vice president in charge of 
Accounting, Finance, and Personnel. 
MY question, was there any person to your knowledge perform· 
ing the finctions of a cost accountant at the vega Laboratories 
when you were there, first hired you? 
I just answered you. In the contract Administration now, 
not in Accounting. I just answered you. In the contract 
Administration. 
MR. PASCAL: 
If I can be of some assistance---












Another department in other words? 
Another department. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 
As I understand it, in the other department 
there were, and in the one you were working in there 
were not. 
Yes, there were two departments, the Accounting and the 
Contract Administration. The contract Administration is the 
one the cost accountant is in, yes, sir. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 
All right. ; got it. 
When you were first hired by vega, was there a cost Account-
ing Department? 
There was no cost Accounting Department. 
You were, then, just in the Accounting Department? 
I was hired to organize an Accounting Department, a cost 
Accounting Department, to build a new one. 
And were you ever advised while you were working there 
that the management determined that this cost Accounting Depart-
ment was no longer desirable form the management standpoint? 
was not desirable? 
Yes, sir. 













Will you repeat that question, please? 
Yes. When you were working at vega, were you ever advised 
that they were not going to go through and form the cost Account-
ing Department? 
It's nonsense, sir, because it's a government contract 
something that the Defense Department would require even if 
you do janitorial work, you know, a contract with them, you 
have to have a cost Accounting Department. 
Did they ever have a cost Accounting Department? 
They didn't. 
They did not. 
They did not. I told you the cost accountant was working 
for the contract administrator in the Contract Administration 
Department. 
Yes, sir. My question was, were you ever advised while 
you were working at vega that they were no longer going to go 
through with this decision to centralize cost accounting 
functions? 
In June 5, you have the copy, Mr. Pascal, the one when 
the vice president informed me about it. 
Yes, sir, but you already hadn't been working for them for 
about a MOnth at that time, is that correct? 
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know. Business decisions in every, you know, whether I knew 
it at college or at work, you know, first you have to know your 
problem then you have to set your laternative then you have to 
build your department, so I was in the process of doing this. 
My question was, when you were working there did they ever---
They did not inform me that they don't need a cost Account-
ing Department except in the letter that you have before you, 
sir, on June 5, by Mr. Roland, Bob Roland, who is my direct 
supervisor, the vice president. 
This is the time at which you were terminated, is that 
correct? 
I was terminated on May 28, I think, 1975. 
Well, this letter says "I regret to inform you that you 
are terminated effective Friday, June 6, 1975." 
If you have a copy of insurance company, you have a copy 
of my doctor on the 5/20 which he gave me one week or two weeks 
disability on 5/28, and when I came back on 5/28, 1975, before 
that, three days before that, I had an annual leave which I 
used for sick leave. When I came bacl from my sick leave, which 
is annual leave, the vice president gave me this copy. 
When you were there, were you on the staff of the Account-







I was on the staff of the vice president in charge of 
Finance. Personnel. and Accounting. 
well. the letter you've just quoted from said that you 
were on the--"We want to thank you for the help provided us 
during the period that you were on the staff of our Accounting 
Department." 
Yes. 
were you ever on the staff of the Accounting Department? 
To the extent where I was before Mr. Robert Roland. Why 
didn't they put me in the ~taff of accounting. or the staff of. 
you know. Board of Directors. or the staff of any other depart-
ment I don't know. That's you know, that's his thinking. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 
Aren't you kind of getting into semantics here? 
MR. DYER: 
No, sir. I think it's tied in with the job 
description. 
were you ever, when you were hired, given a formal job 
description? 
I was never given any job description except the oral 
description. that is, the oral statement by Mr. Roland during 









my first and second interview with him and by his letter. Be-
fore my employment, during my interview, and when he terminated 
me, this is the only statement of my description of my job: to 
build a Cost Accounting Department because the Defense Depart-
ment required that. That's all. 
They indicated that in the letter from Roland that "time 
has proven that we were not ready to implement this concept, 
and as a result we have been unable to provide you with a 
realistic workload of meaningful tasks." 
That's his opinion. 
Okay. Did you ever t~ke any steps to form this centralized 
cost Accounting job? 
Yes, sir, I did. If you checked with the parent branch 
you will find I was going to washington, George Washington 
university, sir, and to other universities in washington and 
accumulating data suiting their plan, trying to get all the 
resources to suit a plan to arrange and build a Cost Account-
ing Department. 
Yes, sir, and when you'd go to George washington University, 
you wouldn't have to lift things there would you? 
Yes, I do. 
What did you have to lift at George Washington University? 








I had to go to all the book files and get very heavy 
volumes of books and bring them with me at home or bring with 
me at the office and start knowing what this professor say or 
that professor say and try to put the whole thing together in 
one single.piece, one single plan. This is, you know, the 
professional business way. 
Yes, sir. But your task and all the tasks that you per-
formed at Vega Laboratories were as a professional accountant, 
weren't they? 
It was building a cost Accounting Department and when you 
start building a cost Acco?nting Department it's something li~~ 
building a house. You have to plan it, you have to go from a 
little bit, and this i~ you know, whether you work for Northrup 
or, what do you call it now, Douglas Aircraft, or you work for 
Vega Precision Laboratories, this is the way they build any 
department, for Personnel, you name it, Purchasing, anything. 
You have to lift sometimes, you know, twenty--dozens of books 
and you sit down and go to each piece and see what this says 
and what that say until you get through the whole thing. 
Sir, how much does an accounting book weigh that they use 
at Vega Laboratories? 
Some of their files---
No, sir. Let's start with an accounting book. 












These are not accounting books here. 
You don't have books? 
If you want to talk semantics now, accounting books also, 
you know, are files, accumulated files for six, seven, ten years, 
you know. These are books: these are back data, and the back 
data you have to use it for the future. 
Yes, sir, but do they also have---
Sometimes they weigh over 25 pounds, sometimes 30, some-
times 50 pounds. 
·Sir, do they have accounting books that you had to work 
with at vega? 
vega. Yes, they have the files. The only source that I 
go to is their files, sir. 
You never worked with the company books then, the account-
ing books? 
Well, I think we--maybe Mr. Pascal may-- Your Honor, may 
I say something? 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 
Certainly. 
This gentleman is trying---
MR. PASCAL: 
Excuse me, Mr. Jwayyed. Mr. commissioner, I 
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think we've been patient in not objecting to try to 
crystalize the question before you, but I think we 
are well beyond the bounds of cross examination. 
He's answered the question several times. The books 
that Mr. Dyer referred to are heavy files here, are 
composed of files and these weigh 20 pounds, and I 
think he's said it three different time, three 
different ways, and I don't see what else the man 
can---
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 
Mr. Dyer, hc;>w near finished are with the examination 
of this witness? 
MR. DYER: 
well, close, Mr. commissioner. The question is 
did he ever work with books? What I'm trying to do 
is isolate this so that we can go to the source and 
find out exactly what the tasks were, and I think 
it's a fair question to say did he ever work with 
accounting books, and we can get into the files after 
that. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 







Or files, sir, binders? 
MR. DYER: 
I'm sorry. I'm trying to talk the language of 
an accountant, and when you say accounting books, I 
thought that that had a particular business meaning, 
business records. 
Did they have actual ledgers of vega Precision Laboratories 
in the Accounting Department? 
They have files for labor costs, for material costs, for 
other employees, the three elements of cost Accounting Depart-
ments, the three elements ~f the back data of cost Accounting 
Departments. Every two or three years files are put in one 
single binder, and that's what I dealth with and that's what 
I worked with. I had to lift them from the ceiling, bring them 
down when I take them, then I have to take them out and put 
them abak again. 
Sir, my question was, did you ever work with ledgers or 
books in addition to the files? 
You mean general entries now? You have to be more specific, 
sir. 
General accounting ledgers, for any source or any particular 
purpose, did you work with those? 











May I say something? Just think of this. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 
It's all right. 
Generally, you know, cost data accumulated in a binder 
in the accounting sense in any textbook is called ledgers, too. 
Now if you're talking to me about general entries, general 
entries, no. If you're talking about those accumulated data 
in big binders, yes. They are called ledgers too. 
The only thing that you worked with is large binders? 
The large binders in two or three years files and put 
together in one big binder ,in the storage room next to my 
office. I have to go into that room and take them down and 
take some information, put them back, and so on. 
What do you call these large binders that you worked with? 
Do they have a technical term? 
They call them files: they call them binders. 
Okay. How much does the normal binder that you worked 
with weigh? 
Sometimes some of them might be ten pounds, sometimes might 
be 30 pounds, sometimes 20 pounds. I don't know. I didn't 
weigh them. 
You don't know what the average binder was, how large it 
was? 












It's like this size---
You're indi'cating about two feet? 
--and like this size. Well. I'm not good at measurement 
now. You go to that storage room and look at them and you can 
get a---
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 
I think he testified to the weight, Mr. Dyer. 
What about the files that you worked with where you get 
the cost data from? How large were they? 
Sir, I just told you. These are the cost accounts that--
some of the cost data file~, binders. I just answered the 
other. 
Okay. were there any ·other things that you worked with 
other than the binders? 
Get the drawers, you know, the heavy drawers and get them 
from there and put them on the desk and try to take some 
selective information, back information. 
Did they have any people that were clerical people who 
would obtain binders for you? 
For me, no. 
Did they have anyone in that department who would assist 
you in retrieving documents or getting the binders for you when 











you asked for them? 
No. I told you I asked the vice president since I was 
hired to build a cost Accounting Department I needed a secretary 
or an accountant clerk to work for me so that he can help me 
with that and he knew in advance that I had surgery, I had a 
big incision, around 17 stitches, they call it in English, 17 
stitches, just a round a month or two months before. I had the 
operation before I had my industrial injury, and I told them my 
doctor recommended that I should not be lifting anything. And 
I can show you the incision. I can show this gentleman the 
incision. 
What doctor recommended you not lift anything because of 
your surgery? 
That was Myron Berger. 
And that was for surgery, had nothing to do with your 
accident at Vega, is that correct? 
Yes---
For kidney surgery. 
Kidney stone, yes. 
Yes, sir, and at that time he recommended that you not 
do any lifting, is that correct? 
After I got out of the hospital he recommended that I 
• 














take it easy and don't lift anything, period. 
When was that? 
I got out, I think it was January 1975, sir. 
And you were able to perform all of your regular duties 
from January 1975 until the accident happened, is that correct, 
including the lifting? 
I had one month off, sir. 
When was that? 
January. The operation finished in January, the beginning 
of January 1975, and the doctor gave me one month not to work, 
which I did not. During J~nuary 1975, my urologist surgeon 
said don't work that month. I did not. He said when you go 
back to work, still take it easy yourself. For one month I 
did not work, sir. 
You were operated on five times for a rectal abcess? 
Five, it might go to six or seven, I don't know. 
When was that? 
Oh, one was in 1972, and one in 1973, and three in 19--
No, excuse me, one in 1972, one in 1973, and one in 1974 and--
up-to-date you want? 
Yes, sir. 
You want it up-to-date? 
















One in 1975, yes, one 1975. 
Where was that procedure performed? 
Oh, several places. One in the old country, one in Albany, 
one in Brooklyn, New York, and one here in Fairfax Hospital: 
and the vice president of Vega visited me there. It was just 
a few days ago, you know, around the month before I stopped 
working for Vegas, and they knew about it and they even made, 
you know, some payment for the medical bill, you know, relatea 
to that problem. 
Since the accident in, August ofl975, have you returned 
to Palestine? 
No, sir. 
Have you stayed in this area since that time? 
Absolutely. 
Now, the original accident that occurred on April 4, 1975,---
Yes, sir. 
--involved an injury to your neck and shoulder, isn't that 
correct? 
My neck, to this side, and to here. 
well, wasn't it incurred when a book hit you in your right 
shoulder? 









Several books, yes, several binders. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 
Don't our medical records show that, Mr. Dyer? 
Several binders, sir. 
MR. DYER: 
Yes, sir. There seems to be some problem here 
as to whether it's a cervical problem or a low back 
problem. That was the reason for the question. 
What is your training in accounting? 
I have my MBA. Let me tell you something if you don't 
mind, please. I have my B~. I'm a Phi Beta Kappa. I have 
my MBA. I've done part of my doctorat~ all in business and 
accounting and finance. 
What is the medical reason that you cannot perform, having 
all those degrees, that you cannot perform work for---
Because if I sit down too much on my chair I feel too much 
pain in my back and my side here, and sometimes even when I'm 
driving my side here hurts me. Sometimes I don't have enough 
control of the car. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 
Because of your neck? 
Yes, sir, right here. 















Have you taken any academic work since April 4, 1975? 
No, I have not. 
What have you donw with your time between April of 1975, 
and January of 1977? 
I am sitting at home. 
Haven't done any work at all? 
Just when I take my wife to the doctor, take my baby to 
the doctor, and when I'm doing this. You have the medical 
records there. 
Yes, sir. My question is have you done any work for which 
you've received money during that period of time? 
. 
I have not earned a single penny. 
Have you engaged in any business pursuits since that time? 
I have not at all. I-- Okay, go ahead. 
Have you applied for any jobs at all? 
I applied for a single job, Your Honor, and I stated what 
I had---
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 
What type of job. 
You know, to be in charge of accounting, as a comptroller 
or a cost manager and stating the deficiencies that I had and 
what problems medically I have now---














I'm sorry, go ahead. I didn't mean to interrupt. 
--to a friend of mine who is in business, Your Honor. I 
said this is what happened to me and this is my--if you accept 
me the way that I am, and I sent him a copy of the letter, ym: 
know, my medical report, and that was in 1975, and I think I 
talked to Mr. Pascal about it, and he mentioned to me he said, 
I'm going to get me--" He said, "Even you have to subject your-
self to a medical exam here." If I have any special problem---
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 
I understand that. 
I'm sorry, can • t hire you. 
Did you indicate to Mr. Pascal in July this year that 
you were intending to return to Jordan or Palestine? 
Yes, sir, I did. 
was that to seek employment? 
No, sir. 
What was the purpose for you---
You have the letter from Mr. Pascal and me to the insurance 
agent stating that to live on $300.00 a month, $200.00 a week, 
$300.00 a month cannot provide for my wife, for my children, or 















Did you ever go back to---
You understand I don't know whether you know or not, but 
you might, living in Mexico or in some parts of the East there 
that doesn't cost you there as much as it costs you in the 
United States. And then I ha.ve my father's house there. I 
told Mr. Pascal I can live in the house. I don't have to worry 
about paying $300.00 rent, you know. 
Did you ever go back there? 
I answered the question around ten minutes ago, no. 
What prevented you fr~m going? Mr. Pascal has written in 
September that you were ready to leave the country and you were 
going to be residing either .in Jordan or Palestine. 
I have to figure out a way how to get the ticket and how 
to ship my furniture and the whole thing, and I don't have no 
money. 
Have you applied for any other jobs or other than this job 
to your friend? 
jobs? 
No, sir, I have not. 
And what is the reason that you haven.' t applied for other 
Because I have pain in my back: I have pain in my neck; 











and I'm in a very bad physical situation.· 
Have you seen any doctors for your back since you last 
saw or. MacMahon or or. Gazale? 
Dr. Gazale, saw or. Gazale and your insurance company sent 
me to s.ee Dr. MacMahon and they kept me on Darvon, Percadon. 
The question was have you seen any doctor since you last 
saw Dr. Gazale for your back. 
Yes. For ~Y back, no. 
And you have actually been seeing doctors.for an.ulcer 
problem, is that correct? 
Yes, sir. I took two.x-rays. 
Do you have any appointments to go back to see Dr.. Gazales 
at the present time? 
No, I don't because-- May I continue, Your Honor? He gave 
me around two or three hundred pieces of Darvon and Percadon 
and he said just keep taking them. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 
This Dr. Gazale? 
Yes, sir. And I can give you the prescription and the 
whole thing. He gave me three hundred pieces or four hundred 
pieces of Percadon and that's when I started feeling this ••• 
as a result of it. 
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DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 
.All right, sir. 
MR. DYER: 
I don't have any further questions. 
MR. PASCAL: 
Yes, sir, I have one or two questions. 











Mr. Jwayyed, this letter of October t, 1976, which Mr. 
Dyer read from, you're familiar with that? 
Yes. You showed it to me, yes, sir • 
Now is it correct that the work outlined in this letter 
. 
was performed by the Contract Department? 
Yes, sir • 
This was not performed by you? 
To the best of my knowledge, yes, because I didn't have 
too much to do with the Contract Department. That's what I 
understand there was a cost accountant in. 
it. 
But you did do this kind---
No. 
You were hired to do a different type of job? 
Yes, sir, to build a cost Accountant Department and manage 
Now, did you have any assistants who helped you with these 


















binders which you describe weigh between ten and 30 pounds? 
I asked for it but they would give it to me, no. 
Now, when you were injured, you were struck by binders? 
I was struck by binders, yes, sir. 
What was the approximate weight of those binders? 
-I can't tell you exactly but some of them they weigh ten, 
some weigh 15, 25, 30. 
I mean those that struck you on the fourth. 
I'd say around 25, between, you know, 15 and 30, actually. 
Now, today what physical problems are you having? 
MY shoulder hurts me. 
Which shoulder? 
Right here. 
Is that where the binder struck you? 
Yes, and now it's killing me by sitting here that long 
on the chair. 
I ask you again, has anybody from Vega or the insurance 
company ever offered you any type of employment? 
Absolutely not, never. 
MR. DYER: 
I have nothing further. I would request that 
since he is claiming that he is not a cost accountant 
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we be permitted, within the next two to three weeks, 
to depose the employer at vega---
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 
No, I don't think so, Mr. Dyer. With his educ:ationc:. 
qualifications and that sort of thing, I can't see that. 
he couldn't qualify as a cost accountant. 
MR. DYER: 
Yes, sir, but I want to find out if the allega---
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 
Mr. Dyer, we're going to handle it on the 
basis of the rec?rd as it is today. Okay? 
MR. DYER: 
Yes, sir. I just wanted to, if the allegation has 
been made that we haven't given a proper description 
of the job to the doctors, I would like to obtain· 
for the record a statement from the people who hired 
the man what his every duty he was performing. 
MR. PASCAL: 
I'd certainly object to it, Mr. commissioner, 
ex parte statements. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER HINER: 




go ahead and decide the case on the record. 
MR. PASCAL: 
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June 5, 1975 
.. 
It is with personal regret that I. formally advise 
you of your Lermination frc:n.Vega Precision Labs effective at 
the· close of business Friday, June 6, 19_75. 
This management decision has been given careful 
revic~ and consideration and was made after w~ighing all fea-
sible alternatives. As you know from previous discussions 
you have had with Nr. Evans and me, when you Here hired \ve 
_, 
felt that Vega was ready to centralize all Cost Accounting 
fvnctions and form a neH compon?.nt within our Accounting Depart-
ment. Time has proven that we v1ere not ready to implement ·this 
·concept and as a result we have been unable to provide you .with 
a realistic workload of meaningful tasks that are commensurate 
,.,ri th your academic background and training. 
. -·_to 
On behalf of Hr. Evans and myself I \..rant to thank 
you for help you provided us during the period that you were on 
the staff·of our Accounting Department and to wish you every 
success in your future career pursuits. Please do n<;>t hesitate 
to contact me if I can assist you in any \vay during· your employ-
ment transitiori period~ \·- . 
Very truly yours, 
::. 
o~;G:~ABO~A'l'ORIES, 
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StClLIANO. ELLIS. SHERIDAN & DYER 
ANTHONY ..J. SICII.IANO 
ROBERT 1.. EI.I.IS 
PAUl. F. SHERIDAN 
.JOSEF''"' P. OYER 
RAI.F'H BOCCAROSSE, .JR. 
ROBERT .J • ..JONC:S 
Dear Sirs: 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS AT LAW 
SUITE 800 
THE ROSSLYN BUILDING 
1911 FT. MYER DRIVE 






Please accept this letter as a formal request for a 
hearing by the Full Commission. Counsel for the claimant 
has been notified via a carbon copy of this letter. 
' .. .r'l , t!fl 
(_
ery/ truly _xours .. 
I lti 15 
' ·' j , J r .,~ f;r 
-/ !.-~.r..,./; "~"./~~n A 
't·v, ~·.~~~r./\ (j•ePh ti;(j 
JD/mrm 
cc: Lawrence J. Pascal, Esq. 
) 
PETITiON TO REOPEN AND 'L4 KE ADDITION.'\ L 
TESTIMO~lY 
COMES NOW the d efen.dCt.nt. employ.:.-:::- I ca rrie:r, hy c:on.nsc.:l. ptn·- · 
suant. to Rule 3 of the Rul<::s o.f the Industri<Ll Co!nmi.ssion. and re:c1ue:st.s 
that the Comrnission permit the 1·eopening of this case to obt .. •in <~ddition::Ll 
testimony or d c.:poz;itions concc:rning the clai;!l<lHt! s job c1 esc:ripf ion, nncl in 
sup?ot·t thereof st.:~te-s as follows: 
1. . At the hearing before Deputy Comrn.Is::in!H~r Hiner, in Fairfax,. 
\Vho rcle<.lsecl him to rctu-::-n t·o full c1uty, C.tllc{ th.tf:. 
lifting he:::avy objects, \Veighi.ng bet\veen 15 100 pounds. {See He;:t ring 
transcript, p;"lge 6). 
2. 'rhut this allegation came <.'t.s a complete surprise to counsel 
:Cor the employer/ c:a rrier, since it app~;u·ed frorn all th(~ repo t·t::; in thE::· 
file that the claimant's condition c:md his ability or bck thereof to rt.~tun'!. 
to cmplo)rmfmt in the accounting profession, Wi:lS pt'!.-::-ely il rnedice:1.l que::;f:ion. 
3. Confront~.:cl with this ~tn·prise testit·nnn)' <~t the He.H·ing .• 









4. The attached Affidavit frorn Robert Rol~tncl of Vega Predsion 
Laboratories~ refutes the statements made by ?vlr. Jw<lyycd at the he~lring 
and supports the job description provided to the treating physicians, as 
accurate and that the claimant was not requirE:d to lift tYlOre than a fe;_v 
ounces in his a ccounti.ng job. 
WHEREFORE, it is respectfully request.ed that the I.nclustrial 
Commission reopen t}).e case for the deposition of the clrJ.im<:lnt's supervisor 
in order to obtain the compl~te details of thE~ clairn<.tnt's dutie;s at Vt..:g<:< 
Precision Laboratories, Inc. 
VEGA PRECISIO~ LABORATORIES, Ii:-!C. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE INSUR.I\NCE COMP.Ai'fY 
BY COUNSEL 












By ________________________________________ _ 
Joseph Dyer 
19ll North Fort 1v1yer Drive, 
Arlington, Virgini<l 22209 
Suite 800 
Certificate of Service 
I hereby certify that a true c.opy of the foregoing was hand"-clelivered 
this 3rd day of May, 1977, to Lawrence J. Pascal. Esquire. Suite 7..20. 







. , I, 
II 
COMES Nmv th.:! affiant Robert L • Roland. ~mel after being duly 
t 
!~worn on oath says and Aeposes as follo~s~ ;. 
H 
' f I 
ll 1. 
it 
That Ham~a Jwayyed was not hired to oreanize a .cost I I I· i:Oepartment., or a Cost Accounting Departm~nt or to he a Cost 
,, 
~ l·t n a n ""1. : 
"'"'' , e>""' r 
ilj 2. That Hmna J\vayyecl was hired in· rcsportse to the <td ! 




l ~~(Copy attached) to he a Cost Accountant. 




















in nature usually consisting of n filf:: folderf 
I 
~as extremely limit~d !; . 
~hie~ ~eighs just a few ounces. 
I. 
That there are no ledgers in this office which weigh t-
. t 
II 









Jwayyed \·lould have to lift a comh.i ned six months t p3-y~olll 
f 
The files required to be i 
' retr.ie·ved,. or from uhich 
,I 
i~lr- J\.;ayyecl was 
': 










carrying or lifting woutd he minimal :tt b<::st. 
t 
. ~ 










/}1ober,t L. R~fla_ncl t '· 
"----'\ 7 • /p . l ....... . J '\ 








•' . (; 
i; 
II 
•• j! SWORN and SUBSCRIBED to before me this 26th day of 
I• 
II . 

























1-ly Commission·E:xpires' · 
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o,.;.'it'...iti~ t.e~imoq in. ::ega.rd to t'he "V-."O:C'k C:utie:;. p~;r.rf'or~ by "'chl3 

















NOTICE OF APPEAL AND ASSIG:·,;;vtE>:-=.L· OF F.RROR 
TO: Mary l'tr.:.gl<tn~1, Secretary 
Industri<.J.l Corn.r!d.ssion of Virginia 
P. 0. Box 17r)4 
Richmond, Virginia 23214 
COi\.f.ES NO\V' the emplo:.{Gr~ V Cg<"! Prf;ci s ~0n. Labo:r-<Lto ri.(:::; 1 Inc. 1 
crro:·s: 
1.· The Indu:..:trial Cornrni.:~sio:! crrt""!d, ~s .. ;·n~tt~~r of la~.'i.', ~:l 
concluding that although the crnployce could re;:;L~rn~ his pre-inju:;.·y employ-: 















ernployer entitled him. to cornp~n.s<Ltion. p:l yrrH::n~s LJ,~s cd u.pon tot::::.l i;~c: .t p::Lcit~r-
2. The d(~cision of the Industri.d Co~nn1i3Sl.CH1 '..V::."!.s contr.<nT to 
the <'tpplic<.-tble l<n<: <'tnd cvid enc c. 
3. Th~: Indu~Lri.al Con~tnission erred, •~s a tn.:~ttcr of J~~ ..... -~ in 




















I' , . 
. ; 






The employer /insurer hereby states, as reqt!.i.r-::d by Rule 5 :lrJ(b), 
as arncndc.:d, of the Supt·en.J.C Court of Virginia, th:::.t they sp<::ci.£ically 
challenge the snffici(mcy of the evidence to support HH~ iinding3 nf the 
Ind ustric:.l Comrniss ion.· 
Submitted thi.s 25th day of f>.:lay, 1977. 
VEGA PREC:ISIO>: L!\:SO.l'U\TORU:::S, .I~'~C. 
BY COUNSEL 
NEVI HArviPSHIRE C<SCR..:\l\:CE CO}.·iP..-\~··!Y 
BY COUKSEL 
SICILli\NO, ELLIS, S~-ISRIDl\~ ('-.:. DYEf{. 
By . . . . 
---------·--------·--·------- ·-----
Joseph DrL:r 
Counsel for Ern:)!ov,~: r /II1.sn rc:!"' 
. . . 
1911 North Fort ::-:1 y<;r DrivE:, SnU.c 800 
.Arlington, Virginia ?.2.209 
703-524-5400 
CertiEcate of Service 
I ~oreby certify that a tr·u.e copy of the fo:~:egoi'ng was rn.:.cil<'cl,· 
p0st~tge prepaid, !:hi::; 25th day of May, 1977, to L<~·~vrt:!:lce J. Pascal .. 
Virginia 2230·±. 
i 
I 
I 
! 
-·-----.---- ! 
Joseph Dyer 
